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Our 92nd Year

Breakin Occurs Purse Is Reported
At Poyner Home Stolen On Sunday

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Mrs. Flora Andrews of Murray
A breakin occurred at the home Route Three reported the theft of
of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Poyner, her purse on Sunday to the
located north of Hazel on U. S. Murray Police Department.
Highway 641 South, according to The report said Mrs. Andrews
Sheriff Clyde Steele.
laid her purse down while she
Stolen from the Poyner home was looking at material at the Big
were a number of guns and other K on Sunday and when she turned
to Sheriff around to get her purse it was
items, according
Steele. Entry to the home wee gone.
gained by breaking a glass in the The purse, brown in color,
back door of the home.One d the contained $20.00, tooth powder
rooms in the home was reported social security card, and a
wedding band, according to the
ransacked.
occurred police report.
breakin
The
sometime between Friday afternoon when the Poyners left
home and on Sunday afternoon
when they returned home,Sheriff
Steele said.

We don't know why the
Christian Church bulletin of
August 19 appealed to us so
much, but it might just possibly
have been the way Rev. David
Roos began the bulletin. "Says
Dr. Ross "At 9:30 p.m. on
Saturday recently, I was sitting
looking at the Murray Ledger and
Times". We just thought that
would be a good way to start most
anything.
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Calloway Parents Will
Dig Up $2,380,000 To
Finance College Cost

(Special to the Ledger Is Times)
NEW YORK, Aug. 30—
Calloway County's young people
will be heading for college this
Mr. Toy Wffilams of 751 Murray Court shows off his Okra
fall in greater proportion than
which reached a length of 24 inches. The giant Okra is ten inches
ever.
around. This is larger than the one that Mr. Williams grew last
And, to pay for their tuition
year. Mr. Williams wW be 77 years old on September 11 and
costs and other expenses their
—A
(UPI)
O
SAN FRANCISC
grews his vegetables, both for food and as a hobby.
parents will have to dig deeper
young man walked up to the
We get some frozen chickens
usual, since most colleges
than
Steven Beatty, son of Dr. and
Ingleside police station and
for our birthday which are out of
Mrs. Durwood Beatty of 1662 Three persons were injured in a unleashed a barrage of shotgun have raised their fees conthis world. They are boneless
College Terrace Drive, Murray, one car accidennt on the Outland and pistol fire Sunday night, siderably for the forthcoming
and all in one piece with various
recently attended the annual School Road east of Murray on killing a sergeant and wounding school year.
of
NEW YORK—Jane Fitch
and sundry things put into them,
A nationwide survey covertel
Summer Institute of Cooperation Saturday about eleven p.m., a woman dispatcher.
is
Ky.,
Murray,
Avenue,
Ryan
like cheese, spices, etc. They are
according to Sheriff Clyde Steele
colleges and universities,
University,
State
1,200
at
Colorado
in
A manhunt was launched
eligible to win a _free trip to
rolled in a batter and frozen hard
and Deputy Sheriff Gerald
conducted by the Life Insurance
Fort Collins, Colorado.
the
g
as
a
cash
in
surroundin
$1,000
park
and
Us
Scotland
put
is
as a brick. All you do
ment
Beatty was in a tie for fifth Cohoon.
Flood- Agency Manage
them in the oven at 400 degrees
A reunion of the Burkeen result of scoring a holp-in-ons at place for the highest scorers on Injured and admitted to the neighborhood station.
research
a
n,
Associatio
to
in
brought
lights were
for 35 minutes and man you have
family will be held at the the Murray Calloway
organization, discloses that 85
the National Agribusiness Murray -Calloway County illuminate the wooded area.
Baptist Qub. Miss Fitch's aft
Creek
some real eating.
Jonathan
to hospital
percent of them have upped their
inaccording
the
at
n
given
Hospital,
examinatio
A fireman at the scene said
A three car collision occured Assembly,located off Highway 68 her for the Rusty NO
one officials, were:
of
rates.
recipient
a
was
He
stitute.
like
"look
12th
house
North
na
at
a
the station
Sunday at 9:12 p.m.
Marshall County on Sunday, One Sweepstakes,
of the seven $200 scholarships
-Danny Smith,601 Pine Street, swiss cheese" after the hail of In some cases, the increaseWe figured we could polish off and Chestnut Streets, according September 5. To reach the competition spoqeggied by
for tuition,fees,room and boardYouth
to
Kentucky
given
Murray, age 18, dislocated bullets and shotgun blasts.
one of them in nothing flat, but to the report filed by the officers Assembly turn south at the J. & Drarnbuie Compeer of Edin- Scholars by the Kentucky
is more than $200.
to
the
laceration
and
shoulder
Charles
Inspectors
Departof
Chief
Police
Scotland.
not so. They are extremely filling of the Murray
J. Grocery and follow the burgh,
For many families the finans.
Cooperative
of
Council
hand.
right
Berea said a second person
The winner will be announced
and it was all we could do to just ment.
blacktop.
pinch is acute. To meet the
cial
with
joined
man
Murray
The
Route
Murray
-Johnny Colson,
might have been involved in the
almost consume one of them. We Injured in the accident were All descendants of the late Jotui early next year.
young people Two,age 16, multiple contusions. attack. The primary suspect spiraling costs, some have
other
800
about
Carolyn
Mary
and
East
had to put the rest in the Ivan
Riley Burkeen who,came to this
)eggy Lax, 506 South 6th was described as a Negro in his resorted to refinancing their
from 41 states and Canada at this
refrigerator to eat at a later hour. East, both of Hamlin, who were area from Benton County, Tenn.,
g
meeting.
s
agribusines
national
Street, Murray, age 18 early 20s wearing a white T- home mortgages, negotiatin
treated for muscle spasms and about 1820 and settled near the
jobs,
extra
taking
loons,
bank
sessions
in
many
They also met
laceration to right side of head shirt. Officers said he might
back strain at the emergency Assembly in Marshall County are
and the like. Especially is it
with the 250 young farmers and and face.
have escaped in a waiting car.
Big Rabbit out back this room of the Murray-Calloway invited to attend. Burkeen who
difficult for families that have
adult
1,600
about
their
and
wives
Colson is listed in good con- Officers found a hole cut in a two or more children to put
morning. We opened the patio County Hospital, according to died about 1842 is buried in a
and
al,
The Faxon Mothers Club will education, agricultur
dition and Miss Lax in freeway fence at the rear of the through college.
door and walked out but he hospital officials.
graveyard near the Assembly
at the school on Wednesday, cooperative representedese satisfactory condition this station. Several rounds of live
hardly gave us a second look. He Cars involved were a 1987 and the Unity Presbyterian meet
Based upon local college
1, at 1:30 p.m. for the The young people parildpated morning by the officials of the ammunition and some spent
September
by
driven
sedan
door
four
Dodge
succulent
the
eating
was busy
s and the new rate
Church.
enrollment
answer
and
question
special
ins
meeting of the new school
Smith was rounds were found at the sans schedules, the parents of
grass that we had not removed Mrs. East of Hamlin, with Ivan His children were Prince first
the local hospital.
of
keynoter
the
with
session
year.
a
1967
spot.
passenger,
this
a
East as
released from the hospital
from around the trees
Burkeen, Bill Burkeen,and Mrs.
Calloway County students will be
Institute, Louis B. Strong,
Officers said the attacker
Chevrolet two door hardtop Jenny Whitlock, all of Calloway
morning.
g a $2,380,000 load for
shoulderin
Rural
National
president,
fired 12 shotgun blasts and six
owned by Henry Turner and and Marshall Counties, and Mrs. Mrs. Jerry Vance, president,
Us coming academic year, it is
tive Sheriff Steele said Smith, bullets into the station.
Coopera
Electric
of
Turner
Dwain
Gary
by
driven
special
invitation
We did finally get the yard
Emily Hard of Metropolis, Ill. has extended a
Association, Washington, D. C., driving a 1967 Ford owned by It was the third fatal attack estimated.
moved however which is quite an 107 South 14th Street, Murray, Many of the Burkeen relatives to all new parents to attend.
According to the latest figures
general manager of the Larry Nance, was going south on on a San Francisco policeman
anti
iFetliThrishment since we've and a 1966 Chevrolet two door live in the Purchase Area, in mid there is no membership file)Eeetucky
by the Department of
compiled
School Road and
Outland
Electric
the
Rural
this year, the sixth in the last Commerce and others, there will
been out of town it seems nearly hardtop driven by Walter West Tennessee, southern and the parents meet to discuss
The
bridge.
way
one
the
off
ran
Cooperative Corporation.
18 months.
every weekend. The rest of the Johnson Waterfield of 1118 Dllnois, Michigan, and other and plan benefits for the school.
young
Other outstanding speakers car went off into the creek and The dead officer, identified be no less than 8,000,000
Fairlane Drive, Murray.
time it rained.
women attending
young
and
said,
men
states.
Sheriff
the
over,
rolled
Institute.
the
at
appeared
Police said all three cars were
only as John Young, and the
A basket dinner will be served The devotion will be given by
Smith and the two passengers dispatcher, Ellen Lipney, 30, college this year. It compares
going south on North 12th Street at one p.m. In case of rain the the children of the school. Billy
and
with 2,900,000 in 1980.
Colson
Johnny
car,
in the
were taken to Mission EmerSorry to hear that Bennett Cerf when the East and Turner cars dinner and reunion will be held in Dale Outland is principal of the
Peggy Lax, were brought ot the gency Hospital. Mrs. Lipney Of the total, about 850 will be
(Continued on Page Eight)
passed away. He seemed to
the dining hall of the Assembly. school.
hospital by car. The car was left was wounded in the shoulder. from the local area as against 270
enjoy life.
at the scene until Sunday when it A short time earlier an In 1960.
For those going to state
was towed away.
explosion shattered windows in
and other publiclycolleges
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supported
no
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America. There
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cost for tuition, fees, room and
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injuries.
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you will enjoy it. Much of atboard will be $1,293 for (n-state
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Officers said the suspect fired
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residents and $1,940 for those
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wage-priceand
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then
(UPI)
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purpose
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7,
for the
SANTURCE, Puerto Rico
wrench from it sometimes to
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(UPI) —Nathan ,Leopold, 66, fired shotgun blasts at a door
forms of officers and directors.
what
at private coly
change your attitude. If you
particular
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discussion
week,
third
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least
meeting
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said
"thrill
Illinois prison for the
said some
your mind that you intend to and
with variations above and
Joint Economic Committee of would remain. Stars
held in the slaying" of little Bobby Franks Yodrig, Mrs. Lipney, and $2,672,
let nothing deviate you from it. adding some form of profit
restraints would 7:30 p.m. and will be
ndecided
this
figures.
below
still-u
W.
Paul
summoned
Congress
Carman In 1924, died at Mimya Hospital another officer were working.
control to its economic weahopefully for less Murray State University
Added to these amounts are the
McCracken, chairman of the continue, but
buckldoor
the
on the
said
Pavillion
Officers
pons.
learned
Livestock
Sunday, it was
necessary outlays for books and
President's Council of Econom- than one year.
ed, but held, and the gunman
remarks on College Farm Road.
Fellow says he wonders how a
today.
clothes, transportation
supplies,
of President Nixon's ic Advisers, and George A. Stens made the
Three
through
The 1971 Calloway County Leopold, who came to Puerto then fired the shotgun
Nation'
hippie celebrates Labor Day.
The
1.
"Face
and
recreation.
TV's
CBS
now
of
cabinet members have
Lincoln, bead of the office
Queen Rico in 1958 after winning his "the talk hole" in the window
appeared or Farm Bureau King and O
The overall *tat comes to
suggested the •-possibility of Emergency Preparedness, to a while Hodpon
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this
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the
at
where
introduced
parole from the Stateville
about $2,100, on average, in
ABC's "Issues and Answers" will be
something more than the hearing today.
and Prison at Joliet, Ill., had been normally sibs.
Miss
A political observer says that if
Kelso
public colleges and $3,500 in
Jayne
gave
meeting.
which
profits,
Secretary
on
voluntary hold
Last week Housing
The legislation
Young caught the brunt of the
Randy Lee will present talent andsuffering- from congestive heart
Mayor John Lindsey really had
colleges.
private
dividends and interest rates George Romney advocated re- Nixon standby authority to they
compete in ine ,failure, according to his widow, blast in the upper chest,
.the interest of New York at heart,
The estimated cost of $2,380,000
will also contest this fall.
the President asked for straint on interest rates and freeze wages, rents and prices district
which
Truth
said.
Officers
talent
he wouldn't have switched
that Calloway County parents
when he imposed the current corporate profits. Sunday Coin- did not cover profits, and the
All members are urged to He entered the hospitaP 10 Officers said two weapons have to meet is based upon the
parties. He would have switched
to
ge
to
'mere, secretary Maurice H. President would have
this membership meeting.days after suffering the latest were fired—a 12-gauge shotgun expectation that half the students
cities.
Stang and Labor Seastary Congress to request such pen;er attend
and a 9nun automatic pistol.
in a series of heart attacks.
from the local area will be going
James D. Hodpoe agreed that if he wants it when the
A long driveway winds up to
-years ago, on
-seven
Forty
and half to
their
from
the to public colleges
such a course of action might lawmakers return
May 21, 1924, Leopold and his the station house from
private.
they
said
be possible rice the initial 90- summer recess Sept. 8.
inspectors
but
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friend Richard Loeb, both..-le
whether the
day freeze period is over.
The profits question continued
and students at the University were not sure
G.
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organized
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the
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"With
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e
commit
(UPI)—Th
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Tenn.
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set
CAMDEN,
of Chicago,
Route Three died this morning at
the new
facility.
crime."
annual Benton County Terrapin three o'clock at his home. He was Stars said, "I think the matter Labor's criticism of
perfect
"the
hare depends upon how long the economic plan. Jerry Wurf, Classes in ;Fire Fighting for They kidnapped 14-year-old
Units from the Hall of Justice
,Race is scheduled for next 65 years of age
process takes to eliminate the president of the 525,000-member members of the Rescue Squad Bobby Franks, the son of a and other stations were called
Thursday. Officials are expectHis death was due to a self inflationary characteristics of American Federation of state,
where Chief Seven persons were cited by
'leg 156 entrants.
and all interested persons will be Chicago millionaire, drove him Into the scene,
inflicted gun shot wound, ac- the economy.
County and Municipal Em- held each night this week at the to a suburban forest preserve Alfred fielder took personal the Murray Police Department
"Most people don't realize cording to Max Churchill,
"If it's a short period, I don't ployes, AFL-CIO, said his union
in Saturday and Sunday, &cat the City Hall and pounded a chisel into his command of the manhunt.
how big a sport this is," said Calloway County Coroner. Mr.
freeze. City Fire Station
overall
was
it
any
an
to
think
makes
patrolmen
sense
of
backed
ring
A
had
ording to the citation reports.
body
manager
Streets.
nude
fair
Poplar
Benton County
head. The child's
Parker was found in his yard. apply excels@ profits rates on "Instead of handing down at South 5th and
Jackie was found the next morning thrown around the park and
Chief
Fire
They were one for assault and
C. L. Barker.
Murray
The deceased was a prominent
(Continued on Page Eight
Anyone can enter his pet tur- farmer of the east side of profits. Over a long period of
Cooper will be conducting the stuffed into a railroad aulvert. police dogs sent in to help-in 'the oattery, one for reckless driving,
rch.
in for reckless driving, no city
tle or terrapin and the winner Calloway County and had been in time, certainly it might be
school from 8:30 to ten p.m. Franks was last seen leaving
necessary in order to provide
and the grounds of the Harvard
(Monday)
tonight
iuto sticker, and concealed
gets a silver trophy and $15.
starting
ill heath. He was born December equity," he said.
Friday, School for Boys about 5 p.m.
thspikh
ieadly weapon, one for illegal
continuing
13, 1905, and was the son of the He prefaced his remarks,
and
Dossession of alcohol
September 3.
that evening. His mother told
late Thomas Craig Parker and however, by saying that it was
public, one for illegal
reporter for the police she received a call that
in
Thorn,
trinking
Donald
Laura Hutchens Parker. He was entirely too soon to say whether
The regular ladies day golf will Murray Rescue Squad, urged all night froth a man who said the
possession of alcohol, one for
a member of the Primitive controls would eventually be
of the Oaks Country iriving while intoxicated and
be held at the Calloway County interested persons to attend pis boy had been kidnapped and
The
ladies
Baptist Church.
needed on profits or interest Country Club on Wednesday, school. Persons from the varlets
was safe. The next morning Club will have their regular day public drunkenness, and one for
Kentucky • Fair today and Survivors are his wife, Mrs. rates.
how at areas in Calloway County are Bobby's father, Jacob Franks, of golf on Wednesday, September lisregarding a stop sign
off
tee
with
1,
September
cloudy
tonight and partly
Bernon C. Parker of Murray Hodgson said a profits ceiling
urged to attend to learn the fire received a mailed note instruct- 1, at nine a.m.
Tuesday. Little change in Route Three; two sisters, Mrs. "certainly has to be one of the nine a.m.
BOND SALES
Pairings will be made at the tee fighting methods in case a fire ing him to send $10,000 ransom. Tee off tirne will be at nine a.m.
temperatures. Highs today and Rupert(Ruble) Cohoon and Mrs. things we consider during
the occurs in the areas and none of That same morning the boy's Parirings will be made at the tee.
be
will
lrvan
Rebecca
and
Lows
80s.
Tliesiday, mostly in the
Amon (Elizabeth) Owen, both of Phase II " —the period
Sales of Seried E and H Savings
golf hostess.
A luncheon will be served at
the squad members are available body was discovhred. Not far
tonight upper 50s to mid 130s.
Murray Route Six; one brother, following the 90-day freeze.
A potluck luncheon wil be to direct the fighting of the fire. from it were a pair of shell- 12:15 p.m. with Sue McDougal Bonds in Calloway County for
Robus C. Parker of Harlan.
But both cabinet members served at noon.
for
Max Dowdy is chief of the rimmed glasses later identified and Toopie Thomas as chairmen July were $36,630 while sales
Funeral services will be held
the first seven months totaled
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
which has its as belonging to Leopold.
the
Squad
of
hostesses.
Rescue
:Tuesday at 2:30.: p.m. at the
VANDALISM
$172,728 of the county's goal of
headquarters on North 4th Street, The spectacular trial which
Kentucky tchapel of the J. H. Churchill
The extended
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$197,500. Sales a year ago were
Station. followed, termed "The Crime of
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HOME
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next
weather outlook Tuesday through Funeral Home with Bro. Paul Vandalism was reported at the
$122,207.
that
revealed
the Century,"
Thursday:
Poyner officiating.
Wishy Washy Laundry at the A propeller of the motor of a
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the
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Press
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Thursday with no important Grove Cemetery with the according to the report filed with stolen from the boat of
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a
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.
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Angeles
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Main
reactions to
The city of
temperature changes. (Thence of arrangements by the J. H. the Murray Police Department Mrs. Earl Lee at Kentucky Lake
Bowld $36,114,906 of the State's annual
showers or thundershowers Churchill Funeral Home where at 8:01 am. Saturday. The glass oover the weekend, according to more cars registered, 1,545,000, They lured Franks. a distance patient at the William F.
for a goal of $53,400,000. Sales a year
Thursday. Highs mostly in in the friends may call after six p.m. had been broken out of the front the report filed with the office of than are registered in 27 states relative of Loeb, into a car as Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.,
ago were $32,940,803
school.
week
leaving
he was
80s and lows in the Ms.
Sheriff Clyde Steele this morning. of the union.
today ( Monday ).
door, the report.said..

Persons Are
Injured In
Accident

Burkeen Family To
Hold Reunion At
Assembly On Sunday

Mrs. Jane Fitch
Eligible For Trip

Three Injured Barrage Kills
Beatty Awarded In One Car Policeman And
Injures Another
rship
Schola
Wreck Here

Faxon Club Plans
Meet On Wednesday

Administration Debating The Idea
Of Some Form Of Profit Control

Terrapin Race All
Set For Thursday

The Weather

Rudie Parker
Expires Today

Membership Meet Of
Farm Bureau Will
Be September 7
Nathan Leopold Is
Dead At Age Of 66

Fire School
Opens Here

Ladies Day golf At
Calloway Wednesday

Seven Persons Are
Cited By Police

Golf And Luncheon
At Oaks Wednesday
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RATHER FIGHT—"I will not
resign ... I intend to
fight," Cook County Prosecutor Edward V. Hanrahan
tells reporters in Chicago
on being indicted with 12
policemen on charges of
obstructing justice. The indictment is outgrowth of
several drawn-out investigations of a pre-dawn raid
on an apartment Dec. 4,
1969, in which two Black
Panthers were killed.

Ten Ymrs Ago Today
Jotui Garland, age 70, died August 26 at the home of his son,
Bruce Garland, Golden Pond Route One.
Plans for a new recreational park in the Land Between the
Lakes were discussed at a meeting with Secretary of the Interior
Stewart Udall and Governors of Kentucky and Tennessee at a
meeting August 22 at the Kentileky Dam Village State Park.
Billy Joe Stubblefield, son of Sheriff and Mrs. Cohen Stubblefield, has been sworn in as a U.S. Deputy Marshall.
Cynthia and Gary Ezell, County 4-H members, won honors for
showing their cattle at the Purchase District Fair at Mayfield.

Ws a matter of record

Higher education pays off

Bible Thoughtfor Today

cent
Education—which has been var- 'ion" as college, the Institute points tamily was a staggering 96 per head
iously described as a "solace in o-t, remains a major function of greater than the family whose
elementary
solitude," a "friend at home," and life insurance. Should a wage- had completed only
an "Ornament in society"—can be earning father die, his insurance school
With all that attention being
He that 'math be is in the light, and heateth his brother, is in characterized more pragmatically, can provide the funds for a college
but just as aptly these days as, education for his youngster. If the'-ikud to women's rights these days,
darkness eves until New.— I John 2:9.
"money in the pocket." In other father is living when college days what of the difference in salaries
How can we claim to love God when we hate His children?
words, reports the Institute of Life arrive, as he probably will be, the of men and women of identical
Insurance, the level of your school- family can use the cash or loan education? For those 25 years or
ing is bound to reflect very signifi- values in their life insurance if older, median earnings of male colneed be to help pay for higher lege graduates were 68 per cent
cantly on your earning power.
If you need official confirmation education.
higher than of women Year-roimd
of the link between your diploma
iworkers with the same educational
and, the size Of your wallet, masa
Getting down to even more
by Carl Riblet Jr.
statistics by the U. S. Department graphic comparisons on famly-in- background. Male high school
of Commerce trace this relation- come basis, latest available Bureau graduates earned a 72 per cent
Imagination can bring unhappiness because the ship between schooling and future of the Census findings show that higher income than females. Among
earnings.
the 1969 median income of a those who completed elementary
richer it is, the poorer you feel; like seeing yourself
The median ,income of a male family headed by a. 25-year-old school, men's incomes were about
college
graduate who worked full- college graduate was 41 per cent 80 per cent higher than women's.
clothed in ermine and silks when the best you have in
time in 1970 was $13,871, as higher than that of the family
the closet are dyed rabbit and wash 'n' wear.
against the high school graduate's headed by a high school graduate.
Earn lugs inequities notwithWere it not for imagination a man would
earnings of $9,567, and the gramstanding, the Institute urges any
mar school graduate's $7,535.
boy or girl who is undecided about
be as happy in the arms of a chambermaid as
Providing for such "extra educa- The income of the college man's going back to school this Fall to
of a duchess."
reconsider and adopt the slogan:
—Samuel Johnson in "Boswell's Life"
"Extra education is like money hi
the rincket."

By Jay Bowfin

ARMY DEVELOPS
ADD-WATER DINNER
Army s Joined the instant fashion
Say goodby to dry C ration
Add hot water to the goop Chicken beef you -name-it soup

mproving profit porspects
ihould keep the market's trend
ipward,according to Value

The firm, as a result,
NEW YORK (UPI)—Despite recommends a fully invested
some doubts, Paine, Webber, position for most accounts.
Jackson & Curtis believes "Holdings should be concentratPresident Nxon's new economic ed in issues ranked above
policy is basically a good one average or highest for yearwhich will result in a stronger ahead market performance,"
stock market.
Value Line says.
The firm has some doubts the Value Line noted the market
administration has developed a did not seem to worry much
new and effective handle on the about such problems as uncermajor problem of inflation. It tainties centering
on
the
*Heves there will be some reaction of America's trading
the
not
to
mprovement, but
partners to the imposition of
iegree Nixon has cited as his the import surcharge by the
ibiective.
administration.
Further, it believes there will
ie some imporvement in the
nigh unemployment rate problem, but again not to the level
the administration has set as a
goal. Nevertheless, the improvements should be significant enough to bolster confidence and confidence will
result in a stronger stock
Phone 753-9999 \
market, it adds.
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Birthday of
JACQUES LOUIS DAVID
1748. 1825
French Painter
Active in the French Revolution

Expert foresees Russian
technological superiority
WASHINGTON (UPI): Russia will probably gain
an across-the-board technological superiority over
the U. S. military in the last half of this decade
because of Moscow's decision almost four years ago
to drop out of the race to the moon. the Pentagon's
research chief believes.
Dr. John S. Foster said in testimony released
today by the House Appropriations Committee that
in 1987 or 1988 the Soviet Union stopped a rapid
expansion of its space effort which had kept Russian military research and development spending
level for almost seven years.
Since then, Foster said, the Russians have channeled much of this money into a growing military
research and development program. He estimated
the Soviet Union now has a research effort 40 to 5(1
per cent larger than that of the United States,
costing about $3 billion a year more than the
United States is spending.
Foster told Rep. George H. Mahon (D., Tex ),
chairman of the Defense Appropriations subcommittee, it is impossible to tell at this time what thz
increatied Rujisian research of
is directed toward.

The Almanac
By United Press Intermingles!
Today is Monday, Aug. 30,
the 242nd day of 1971.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are
Mercury and Saturn.
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Virgo.
American songwriter George
Root was born Aug. 30, 1820.
On this day in history:
In 30 B.C. Cleopatra committed suicide by permitting a
make to bite her.
In 1780 traitor Benedict
Arnold promised the British he
would surrender the American
fort at West Point.
In 1932 Herman N. Goering,
often referred to as the "No. 2
Nan," was elected president of
the German Reichstag.
In 1965 Casey Stengel stepped
out of baseball after a major
league career of more than four
decades as he retired as
manager of the New York
Mets
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A thought for today:. Americar
writer Max Eastman said,
"I don't know why it is we are
in such a taiirry to get up when
we fall down. You might third'
we would lie there and rest
while."
Fashion's on a nostalgia
kick, but not when it conies
to pearl ropes swinging
down to the knees as they
did in the flapper era. Restraint is the word. A woman wears her pearls in modified lengths, as chokers,
the matinee (falling to the
bustline) or a few more
inches to the opera length,
But never longer.
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WASHINGTON "FRIEZE'
MASTEIIMINDS
IT'S GOT TO CONTINUE
INTONE TNAT NOV. 12

Patr

Prow. Warr.' Woe

The prospect of increased
demand for Americn stocks
from foreign investors holding

Soviet military gains

RIDS FINALLY AGREE
TO SOME MAUR TO
IASI SHUN. FIRST
101111614-0E-MANDS
P4 FAST 22 YEARS

JACK AND THE BEANSTALK? — No, it's 0. D. Morris
looking at his 14-footer near Marietta, Ohio. His lima
bean plant took hold on a sunflower—which he says a
blue jay planted—and they both shot up 14 feet

industry's

Drexel Firestone Inc. notes
that when the markets settled
down last week from a splurge
initiated by Nixon's actions, the
stock market settled further
back than did the bond market,
where expectations of continuPrice Policy
ing high inflation probably had
Pc,uir
been a bigger factor.
Drexel says at the outset the Adrrissinn
50
1
volume of orders was much
heavier in the stock than in the
bond market; "prices in the
bond markets were largely
influenced by dealer activity.
"As the week progressed,
however, stock market volume
diminished, while in the bond
markets, there was evidence
that investors, who had formerly been reluctant to commit
funds, were being drawn in
MY LAI massacre defend- increasingly."
ant Capt. Ernest Medina
This showed, Drexel Fire(left) and his military de- stone says, Nixon's announcefense attorney, Capt. Mark merits "no doubt filled the need
Kadish, leave the court- for a dramatic gesture to quash
martial room for a lunch psychology and other gnawing In everyone's life there's a
break, Ft. McPherson, Ga. uncertainties" in the bond
markets.

Isn't It The Truth!

Jaybits

US.

,5)1331:Dorti-r,
Ncs,. ,

LEDGER & TIKES ELLE
Funeral services for Mrs. N. P. Hendricks were held August 27
at the Hazel Baptist Church.
Eleven lettermen will return this year to the Murray High
School football squad, according to Ty Holland, coach. They are
Bob Tolley, Budd) Shackelford, John Stranger, Edward Overbey, Bill McKee!, Jimmy Boone, Oury Glen Billington, Junior
Childress,Gene Johnson, Will Mac Jones,and Jerry King.
Rev. W.H.Rona.will close his ministry at the Memorial Baptist
Church here today. He will be moving to Middlesboro.
Mrs. Myrtle J. Wall presided at the meeting of the executive
board_of the Murray Woman's Club held on August 27.
The Murray High School Band will sponsor a cake and ice
cream supper on August 31.
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receiver J.D. Hill. The Bills lost goals and Norm Snead came off
to Atlanta 35-24 but Hill, the the becnh to complete 7-of-9
rookie speedster from Arizona passes and rally the Vikings
State who was Buffalo's No. 1 past Pittsburgh. Snead threw a
draft choice, completed pass seven-yard TD pass to Al
plays of 65 and 60 yards for Denson in the last quarter to
touchdowns.
secure the victory.
The game was well in Daryle Larnonica, making his
Atlanta's favor as the Falcons, first apperance of the season,
taking advantage of two TD threw a 58-yard TD pass to
passes by Bob Berry and Drew Buie to highlight a 17scoring runs by Jim Butler and point second quarter burst that
Paul Gipson, cruised to a 28-10 led Oakland past the Packers.
lead after three quarters. But Jim Grabowski, cast eiff by
James Harris hit Hill with the Green Bay, churned 47 yards
pair of long bombe in the last for a touchdown to highlight
quarter after Harmon Wages Chicago's triumph over winless
had given the Falcons a 35-10 Cleveland in the first pro game
lead.
ever pliyed in Notre Dame
In Saturday's action, Miami Stadium.
downed Detroit 28-24, Cincinnati Tom Matte ran for one TD
nipped St. Louis 22-21, Minneso- and Earl Morrell passed 36
ta stopped Pittsburgh 28-21, yards to Tom Mitchell for
Oakland edged Green Bay 17-13, another as the Colts beat
Kopay
Chicago shaded Cleveland 20-19, Washington. Dave
Baltimore beat Washington 20- caught two TD passes for the
14, Philadelphia defeated the Redskins.
New York Giants 26-14, San Lee Bougess scored on runs
Diego topped New Orleans 22-7 of one and 52-yard as the
and San Francisco clubbed Eagles beat the winless Giants
Denver 33-17. Kansas City plays and Dennis Partee's five field
host to the New York Jets goals and a MO-yard passing
tonight in a nationally televised performance by John Hall
helped San Diego rip New
game.
Jim Kiick ran for three Orleans.
touchdowns and Bob Griese
completed a TD pass to Paul Frank Nunley returned an
Warfield with only 81 seconds interception 30 yards for one
left to boost the Dolphins over score and Bruce Taylor brought
Detroit. Bill Munson had two back a punt 60 yards for
another to power San Francisco
scoring passes for the Lions.
Virgil Carter's 11-yard TD past Denver. Burce Gossett had
pass to Eric Crabtree with 1:48 four field goals for the Forty
left to play lifted Cincinnati Niners.
past the Cardinals. The score
rookie
Norm In tonight's game, the Chiefs
came after
Thompson, who had given St. will try to add polish to their
Louis the lead with a 78-yard multiple offense wtuie jet coacn
punt return, fumbled an at- Weeb Ewbank will be looking at
several rookies, especially in
k Buffalo's good news came in tempted fair catch.
wide Fred Cox kicked four field the defensive secondary.
th0 performance of

By JOE CARNICELLI
UPI Sports Writer
The New England Patriots
and the Buffalo Bills lost the
only two National Football
League pre-season games
played Sunday, but they had
reason to come away smiling.
The Patriots, who dropped a
31-21 decision to the Los
Angeles Rams, were extremely
pleased with the performance
of Jim Plunkett, their No. 1
draft choice from Stanford.
Plunkett replaced starting quarterback Mike Taliafern.) late in
the first half and was especially
impressive in the fourth quarter as he drove the Patriots 55
yards in 10 plays for a
touchdown and rolled out 10
yards for another.
A 93-yard touchdown return
with the opening kickoff by
Travis Williams and TD passes
by Roman Gabriel and Jerry
Rhome helped the Rams build a
24-7 margin after three quarters. Plunkett made it close in
the last quarter.
"As far as I'm concerned,
Plunkett is fantastic," said
Rains' coach Tommy Protho.
"With his ability to run as well
as pass, he'll drive pro defenses
crazy."
Deacon Jones, the Rams' star
defensive end, also was full of
praise for Plunkett, the first
player taken • in -January's
college draft. "I think he'll be a
star for sure, make that
superstar," said Jones. "He's a
an you don't argue with. I
gave him some good licks today
and he came right back. He's
really got poise and he doesn't
panic. He's got the size and the

Carr Grid
Ratings Are
On The Way
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Baseball
Standings

Dobson Leads Orioles
Pitching Staff With 17

personnel, was ready to make a home run in two days and
By BOB DiPIETRO
deal when Dobson was placed veteran Jim Perry won his 15th
UPI Sports Writer
There are five teams in the on the trading block by the game with ninth-inning relief
Major League Standings
By United Press International American League East that Padres following a 14-15 season help from Al Haydel as the
wouldn't mind seeing President in which he struck out 185 in Twins handed Cleveland its 80th
American League
Nixon's freeze on prices and 251 innings for a last-place club. loss of the season. Hayciel came
East
W. L Pct. GB wages extended to another area Don Buford's one-out, bases- on after Perry surrendered a
The Ledger and Times will Baltimore
81 47 .633 ... of daily life—the pitching riches loaded single in the bottom of two-out, two-run home run to
the ninth scored the run that Vada Pinson and he whiffed
again publish the "Carr Sports Detroit
71 60 .542 11% of the Baltimore Orioles.
Dobson's mark to a nifty Roy Foster to end the game.
lifted
Ratings" this year as a special Boston
The
budding
dynasty
on
the
69 64 .519 14%
route-going Minnesota chased left-hander
feature for football and New York
66 67 .496 17/
1
2 shores of the Chesapeake 174. It was the 16th
basketball fans.
Washington
55 77 .41728 produced three 20-game win- performance of the season for Sam McDowell with a four run
The Carr Rating System, Cleveland
rally in the second. McDowell,
52..811...394.31 ners last season—Mike Cuellar, the ..ghthander.
devised by Don Carr, a native of
Dave McNally and Jim Palmer. May tripled to spark a two- who walked four in 1 1-3 innings,
West
W. L Pxt. GB And when the Birds acquired run first inning for the Brewers now is 11-12.
Jim Spencer's two-out single
Oakland
86 47 .647 ... Pat Dobson last December in the nightcap, then lifted his
Kansas City 69 62 .527 16 from San Diego, speculation 14th homer of the season off scoring Mickey Rivers in the
Chicago
63 69 .477 22% ran high that they had acquired starter and loser Dave Leon- third inning proved to be the
California
63 71 .470 23% a fourth hurler with the hard in the third. Veteran relief winning run for California as
Minnesota
59 71 .470 3% necessary equipment to step ace Ken Sanders picked up his starter Rudy May one-hit
Minnesota
59 71 .454 25% into the charmed 20-win circle. league-leading 24th save when Boston for seven innings.
Dobson hasn't disappointed. he came on to preserve Jim Reliever Lloyd Allen shut the
Milwaukee
56 75 .427 M
Not only has he kept the pace Slaton's ninth victory Of the door on th visitors in the eighth
Sunday's Results
with the Birds' elite mounds- season when the Birds threa- when May tired and gave up
New York 10 Kan City 3
men, but he leads the staff in tened in the ninth.
three singles and a run.
Chicago 6 Detroit 2
victories now with 17, following The romping Oakland A's
Minn 6 Cleve 2
his 3-2 conquest of the reduced their division-clinching
Ifilw 4 Balti 1
Milwaukee Brewers in the first magic to 15 behind
Oak 4 Wash 3 (1st)
the
game of Sunday's doubleheader. complete game victories by
Oakld 9 Wash 0 (2nd)
The
Brewers came back Vida Blue and Jim Hunter.
California 2 Boo 1
behind ex-Oriole Dave May's Blue survived home runs by
Today's Probable Pitchers triple and home run to take the Del Unser and Tim Cullen to
nightcap, 4-1.
(No games scheduled)
post his 23rd win against six
In other AL contests, Oakland losses. He whiffed 10 to up his
swept a pair from Washington, major league-leading strikeout
Tuesday's Games
4-3 and 9-0, Chicago trimmed total to 274 as he snapped a
Baltimore at Boo (night)
Dos Carr
Detroit, 6-2, New York Bombed two-game losing streak. Hunter
Wash at NY (night)
.4
Kansas City, 10-3,
held the Senators to seven hits
Linton Kentucky in Trigg County, Cleve at Dot (twilite)
Minnesota nipped Cleveland, 6-5 and collected three himself as
are rated as one of the best KC at Mihv (night)
and California edged Boston, 2- he picked up his 17th win
systems in the nation for piddng Chi at Minn (night)
enroute to what he hopes will
the winners in collegiate and pro Oakland at Cal (night)
In the National League, San be his first 20-victory season in
contests.
Francisco beat Philadelphia, 8- the majors. Denny McLain
Saturday's Results
The Carr Ratings will appear
3, New York edged Los Angeles reeled to his 17th loss.
on the Ledger Sports Page Cleve 9 Minn 8
4-3, St. Louis shaded Cincinnati Knuckleballer Wilbur Wood of
beginning this Wednesday and Detroit 5 Chicago 4
4-3 in 11 innings, Atlanta nipped Chicago continued to provide
Oakland
10
Wash
6
will be published each WedChicago
5-4,
Pittsburgh one of the season's big
nesday throughout the football , Bald 9 Mihv 4 (1st)
trimmed Houston 5-2, and surprises when he outdueled 21Mllw 3 Balti 0 (bid)
season.
Montreal and San Diego split a game winner Mickey Lolich and
Carr picks winners for all KC 4 New York 3
loubleheader with the Expos log his 18th win. Mike Andrews,
Boston
6
Cal
2
collegiate grid games and rates
winning the opener 6-1 and the with a three-run blast, and Ed
the top twenty teams in the major
Padres taking the nightcap 13-3. Herrmann, with a two-run jolt,
National League
college division and in the small
Dobson had never been a supported Wood's four-hit pitchEast
college division.
W. L Pct. GB winning pitcher nor had he won ing as the White Sox snapped a
Carr rates the teams on a point
79 56 .585 ... more than 14 games in any five game losing string.
system which takes into account Pittsburgh
CHANNEL CHALLENGER —
73 60 .549 5 season since breaking into the The Yankees collected 17 hits Gene F. Roberts, 25, a SoLouis
St.
all factors which might influence
major
leagues
with
Detroit
in
70 61 .534 7
with Ron Blomberg getting cial Security clerk from
Baltimore edged Milwaukee 3-2 Juan Marichal pitched a a given game. The difference in Chicago
/
2 1967. The 29-year-old righthan- three of them, including his Baltimore, Md., sits in the
66 64 .508 101
but lost the second game 4-1, yen-hitter and Bobby Bonds the rating of any two teams is the New York
der
had nondescript records of seventh home run. Allen Closter
California shaded Boston 2-1 • •ve in three runs with his point spread that should separate Philadelphia 57 74 .435 20
water near Dover, England,
55 74 .426 21 1-2, 5-8 and 5-10 in three picked up the win in relief of before attempting to swim
and Oakland beat Washington 26th homer as San Francisco the two teams if they play each Montreal
seasons
as
a
Tiger
relief
Mel Stottlemyre who left the the English Channel. He
West
twice 44 and 9.0.
beat Philadelphia to move 8/
1
2 other.
game in the fifth with a back lost both his legs while
W. L. Pct. GB pitcher.
The system works like this. If
games
ahead
of
the
fading
The' Chicago loss to Atlanta
But Harrly Dalton, Balti- injury.
serving with the U.S. MaGeorgia Tech, rated at 97.2, were San Francisco 78 56 .582 ...
Dodgers
in
the
West.
dropped the Cubs seven games
more's director of player Rich Reese belted his third
8
/
1
2
.519
rines in Vietnam.
69
64
Angeles
Los
to
play
Northwestern,
rated
New
at
York
completed a threebehind the Pirates, who downed
/
2 viimmilimmintlitsiimiiiimmiliminimmimmimmummummummimimmitimummummotimitimmitionimimmu.-:
70 67 .511 91
Atlanta
Houston as Jackie Hernandez game sweep over Los Angeles 92.2, Georgia Tech would be a 5
/
2
66 69 .489 121
Cincinnati
drove in a pair of runs with a when Tommie Agee drove in point favorite over Northwestern.
.481
131
/
2
64
69
Houston
So
get
out
your
pencil
and
pad
the
deciding
run
off
Bill
Singer
sacrifice fly and a groundnut.
/
2
50 83 .376 271
San Diego
Bob Johnson went 7 2-3 innings with a pinch single with two out and match your wits and sports
Sunday's Results
in
the
ninth
Carr.
His
inning.
knowledge
against
The
Mets
to get the win and Dave Giusti
(1st)
drew 44,255 and moved over the picks will appear each Wed- Montreal 6 SD 2
finished up for the save.
SD 13 Montreal 3 (2nd
But St. Louis overcame a 3-0 two million mark in attendance nesday in the Ledger and Times.
69/112./
g
a
04/
liffilarC
New York 4 Los Ang 3
first inning deficit to edge for the third straight year.
3
Phila
San
Fran
8
Leron Lee drove in three runs
Cincinnati in 11 innings and
Atlanta 5 Chicago 4
remain five games behind the with a homer and a single and
St. Louis 4 Cin 3 (11 inns)
Pirates in th NL East. Lou Ivan Murrell and OWe Brown
Pittsburgh 5 Houston 2
Brock's solo homer with two home'ed as San Diego downed
out in the ninth tied the game Montreal in the second game of By United Press International
Today's Probable Pitchers
and sent it into extra innings a doubleheader. In the first
Leading Batters
Montreal (Renko 12-13) at
and Ted Sizemore worked Clay game, Ernie McAnally pitched
-National League
Chicago (Hands 10-16).
Carroll for a walk with the an eight-hitter and Rusty Staub
G. AB R. H. Pct. Philadelphia (Short 7-14) at
drove in two runs with a single Torre,St.L 134521 79 189 3.63
Pittsburgh ( Briles 5-3), night.
bases loaded in the llth to and a homer to give Montreal
Bckrt, Chi 125505 78 176 .349 New York (Koosinan 5-8) at
force in the deciding run.
the triumph.
Clmnt, Pit 111446 72 150 .336 St. Louis (Carlton 17-7), night.
Garr, Atl
130553 87 178 .334 San Diego (Kirby 12-10 and
Jones, NY 113428 53 140 .327 Acosta
1-0) at Cincinnati
11845654 148 .325 (McGlothlin 7-10 and Grimsley
&iglln, Pit
HAaron, Atl 118414 80 133 321 9-5), 2, twi-night.
E.Brock,St.L
Lana Angeles Downing 15-8)
a
129522 104 167 320 at Houston (Forsch 74), night.
a
129499
78
156
313
Wilms,
Chi
By MILTON RICIIMAN
knee
wheelchair with his left
E(Only games scheduled)
129520 66 162 312
UPI Sports Writer
encased in a cast and a battery Davis, La
I
NEW YORK (UPI) —Don't of nine microphones strung out Alou, St.L 125513 67 160 312
Tuesday's Games
E
American League
worry about Joe Nemeth being on a wooden table in front of
Phila at Pitt, night
G. AB R. H. Pct. Montreal at Chicago, 2
cooped up in that stuffy old him.
E
E=
hospital.
E
"Oh yeah, that was great," Olva, Min 108423 66 150 355 New York at St.L, night
129469 81 152 324 San Diego at Cin, night
He's living the good life.
said the Jets' quarterback, Mrcr, Ny
s
=
.:
Broadway Joe ,held open beaming. "It really was. That Rttnmd Bal 113388 69 120 309 Los Mg at Houston, night
=
a=
Ehouse for the media people at was the first baseball game, Tovar, Min 127533 80 161 302 Atlanta at SF, night
E
=
E
122473 69 143 302
Lenox Hill Hospital Monday well It's the second one I've Otis, Kc
and all it took was one look t4 enjoyed in quite a while. I Rojas, KC 115414 56 124 300 e
Saturday's Results
know he's spending his time far enjoyed the All-Star game Rchrdt, Chi 113414 46 122 295 Atlanta 4 Chicago 3
more comfortably, sliced-up left because of all the home runs I Carew, Min 122479 73 140 292 NY 9 Los Ang 2 (1st)
knee and all, than a majority of guess, but yesterday was really Mt
-to, Dot
115436 62 127 291 NY 2 Los Ang I (2nd)
those other guests bedding a fine game. That guy is a Uhlndr, Cle 115386 37 112 291 SF 5 Phila 2 (/
1
2st)
down in some of the city's tremendous- athlete."
Home Ru s
=
-E
Phila 7 SF 3 (2nd)
swankiest hotels a mile or so "What kind of feeling did you National League: Stargell, St. Louis 4 Chichniati 0
E
away.
Pitt 42; H. Aaron, Ad 39; May, Houston 4 Pittsburgh 0
get watching Blue?"
Joe Nemeth must be getting "I was excited," Joe Niunatii" Cm 36; Williams, All and SD at MU 2, ppd., rain
better.
confessed. "I watched the Johnson, Phil n.
He already has his popcorn whole game. You know when American League: Smith, 1 BILLS PLAYERS HURT
burner in the room.
ATLANTA (UPI) —Offensive
you sit there and watch a guy Boo and Melton, Chi 27; Cash,
Also a good supply of snuff you can tell, being an athlete Dot 26; Jackson, Oak 25; guard Richard Cheek and
which he loves to chew; also yourself I mean. I admire the Murcer, NY 23.
defensive end Julian Manama=
-zE
enough flowers to promise her heck outta the guy just for his
ker of the Buffalo Bills suffered
Runs Batted In
_
=
a rose garden, and also a movements and the way he National League: Stargell, serious injuries Sunday during
==
reasonable quantity of liquor ... carries himself out there; the Pit
mAar
.t and
, A,tiTorre,
::y
l 83
t.ta
L nelz1.2;FtHil. a 35-24 National Football E:
e:mSon
E.
for medicinal purposes of way the man comes off the
League pre-season loss to the E.
course.
an
Atlanta Falcons.
E
mound; the way he lays down a
=
He's Watching Soap Operas bunt; the way he fields a American League: Killebrew, Cheek suffered a knee injury
.E:
You know Super Joe has to grounder. You can tell he has Minn 94; Bando, Oak 83; while Nunamaker will be E
be feeling better because he's so much natural ability. He's Murcer, NY 81; B. Robinson sidelined with a broken arm. =•
=
a
_
watching the soap operas on great to watch."
and
.F. Robinson, Bait and
=
E
TV. He's watching baseball
=
Srnrnith, Boo 77.
F.
Wheeled into Auditorium
games too and those are the
*
Pitching
GAILflS WINS RACE
-last things in the world he'd
When Nemeth was wheeled National League: Jenkins.
—Don
Ohio (UPI)
E
sick
no
matter
how
E
ever watch
Into the hospital auditorium Oil 20-11; Ellis, Pitt 18-7; Garlits of Seffner, Fla., won the
he was. He used to play where the news conference was Carlton, St. L 17-7; Pappas, Chi AA-Fuel Dragster competition
a 16-11;Dewning,
baseball back in Beaver Falls, held he was accompanied by "
1si
LA and Seaver, of the American Hot Rod
•
but doesn't dig it anymore. Not nurse, an orderly, a man and a
Association Grand Nationals by
security policeman not to American League: Blue, Oak blasting his car down the
enough action.
"Did you catch Vida blue mention come others on the 23-6; Lolich, Dot 21-10; Wood, Marion County 'Raceway Sunyesterday?" one newsman staff who kept taking photo- Chi 18-10; Dobson, Balt 174; day at 223.32 miles per hour.
asked Nemeth seated in a graphs all the time.
Hunter, Oak 17-11.

Braves Top Chicago Sunday;
Aaron Gets Homer No. 631
By vrro STELLINO
UPISportsWQRITER
Breaking Babe Ruth's alltime home run record may be
easy for Hank Aaron.
wan"-'p
fit-i:
-7 --he really
challenge, he shatila—Ma
around long enough to try and
break Ty Cobb's hit record.
k Ruth's record of 714 homers
a one of baseball's most
historic marks and supposedly
one of the most difficult to
break. But Aaron, who hit 38
bemers at age 36 last season,
Cracked no. 39 Sunday to boost
his career total to 631 as the
Atlanta Braves topped the
Chicago Cubs 5-4. Collecting 84
/bore in the next three seasons
tr so shouldn't even be
particularly difficult for Aaron,
who is three years younger
than Willie Mays (645).
But Aaron also is accumulating distinguished marks in
almost every other category.
Aaron's statistics match any of
those racked up by the old-time
players who never had to worry
'about coast-to-coast travel and
-

His two hits against Chicago
imabled him to pass Nap Lajoie
or sixth place on the all-time
list with 3,243. San Musial is
second with 3,630 although
Aaron laughs, "I'll never catch
Cobb." Cobb holds the mark of
4,192.'
Aaron's two RBIs enabled
him to set a National League
record with 100 or more RBIs
for 11 seasons. Musial and
Mays did it 10 times each. His
RBI career total of 1942 is
:fourth on the alltime list
behind Ruth (2,217)', Lou Gehrig
1(1,990) and Musial (1,951). In
.runs scored, he's sixth on the
all-time list with 1,886. He's two
could
behind Gehrig and
challenge Cobb's record of
2,245.
Aaron goes right down the
line with impressive statistics
in almost every category. But
he admits the home run record
is the only one he thinks about.
"I'm not particularly conscious
of these other records," Aaron
says. "I don't keep up with the
figures but people keep bringing them up. The record I want
most, of course, is the home
run mark."
In other games Sunday, San
Francisco downed Philadelphia
8-3, St. Louis nipped Cincinnati
4-3 in 11 innings, Pittsburgh
defeated Houston 5-2, New York
shaded Los Angeles 4-3 and
Montreal beat San Diego 6-2 but
lost the second game 13-3.
In the American League, New
York routed Kansas City 10-3,
Chicago topped Detroit 6-2,
Minnesota beat Cleveland 6-5,

Major League
Leaders

===
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i GARY'S FOOD MARKET
Mon, Aug. 30, thru Sat, Sept. 4
In Honor of Our Grand Opening We Are Offering

Sports Parade

--.7-.

Sirloin and Club Steaks
At A Spectal
This Week
Reduced Price
lit Will Also Be GIVING AWAY In Our Special Diawing

i

Every Night, Mon. thru Fri.

==

_

'10" inandSTEAKS

.=
i=

$2500 in -MERCHANDISE

.- L_ ,

I
1

=.-

Saturday Night

Be Sure to Stop and Register!!
(Yob NNed Not Be Present to Win)

*

1_

.

Best Steaks In Town *

GARY'S FOOD MARKET

s=_

==
I

(Formerly Ed's Food Market)
16th and Main Streets

Store Hours:
6:00 to 8:00
Mon. thru Sat.
9:00 to 6:30
Sunday

Welcome
Back
M.S.U.
Students!
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A waitress
sounds off
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: In regard to that "Independent Widow"
who likes separate checks: I'm a waitress, and can you
imagine a party of 12 wanting separate checks? All that
writing! And getting the right check to the right person, then
taking 12 checks and the money to the cashier and trying to
get the correct change back to the right person. Meanwhile
the other customers are wondering why their service is so
slow.
And while I'm writing, I'd like to mention that people
are getting very conservative about tipping. We would be
happy with a straight 10 per cent. I get $1.30 an hour, but my
take-home is about $1 because I have to tip the bus boys and
bartenders myself.
Most people don't realize many waitresses are di heads
of their families and have children to support.
Why do we stay in this line of work? No education, and
we don't know how to do anything else. Also, we don't need a
wardrobe for waitress work. Thanks for listening, Abby.
A WAITRESS IN CYPRESS, CAL
DEAR WAITRESS: I know your story well. My late
beloved father was not a "rich" man, bet he was rich in
character and compassion. He always left a quarter tip for a
le-cent cup of coffee. I once said, -Daddy, isn't that as
awful lot?"
He replied, "Not for a waitress. They're nice, hardwerklug girls who have one of the toughest jobs in the
world."
DEAR ABBY: I bet my brother I could get at least one
phony letter into your column. The bet is over now and I
lost. What bugs me is that I sent in at least 10 very
believable letters and not one of them got printed.
Now will you please tell me how you can tell the real
letters from the fake ones?
CURIOUS
DEAR CURIOUS: It's easy. trbe fake letters drive too
bard for believability, and the most unbelievable ones are
real.
DEAR ABBY: For the last two years I have been going
with a widower I'll call "Mac." [I'm a divorcee.] Mac's wife
died four years ago after they had been married 30 years.
Mac lives alone in a lovely big home. Recently his deceased
wife's sister came to town with a lady friend. Both these
women are unmarried. These ladies stayed at Mac's home
for a whole week!
I told Mac I didn't think it looked right fat a single man
...to have two single women staying with him. Re said I had an
"-naiad.
if-l-had two
I then asked him how hitiillaria
bachelors staying at my apartment for a week, and he said,
"That's different."
What I want to know is, what is "different" about it?
BURNED IN CLEVELAND

Russells' Chapel
WSCS Meets With
Mrs. Toni Hopson
The lovely home of Mrs. Toni
Hopson was the scene of the
meeting of the Women's Society
of Christian Service of the
United
Chapel
Russells'
Methodist Church held at onethirty o'clock in the afternoon on
Tuesday, August 17.
Opening the meeting the
spiritual leader presented a
beautiful spiritual table setting
with "a candle, Rainbow and
Christ walking upon the water".
Prayer followed by Mrs. Rozella
Outland.
The president, Mrs. Outland,
was welcomed back to Murray by
the group after her stay in
California for a few months. Mrs.
Lora Wilkinson, vice-president,
presided in her absence. Mrs.
Outland asked each person
present to introduce herself to the
guest speaker, Mrs. C.C. Lowry.
The speaker, president of the
Paris District of the WSC- REX TAKES THE FIFTH —
S,discussed how to attract the
young women and older women Veteran British actor Rex
into joining the WSCS. She said it Harrison, 63, and his fifth
can be very interesting to bride, the former Hon.Elizeveryone of all ages.
-abeth Harris, pose at the
Mrs. Lowry announced an .cake-cutting ceremony folannual district meeting of the lowing their wedding at
Paris District WSCS at Martin, the Long Island, N.Y., esTenn., on September 16 and in- tate of lyricist Alan Jay
Lerner. The bride is the
vited everyone to attend.
The minutes and treasurer's daughter of Lord and Lady
report were read by Mrs. Junior Ogmore of London. The
couple planned a honeyGarland.
Delicious fresh peach pie and moon at Harrison's villa in
Portofino,'Italy.
ice tea were served by Mrs. Toni
Hopson
present
were
Members
Mesdames Lora Wilkinson,
Rozella Outland, Marie Marvin,
Daisy Wickoff, Ethel Walker,
Glenna Arent, Millie Hopson,
Shirley Garland, Toni Hopson,
and Carrie Hicks. Visitors were
Patye Overcast, Mary Moore,
Wilda Barlow, Beverly Garland,
Lisa Garland, and the guest
speaker, Betty Lowry.
411.

DEAR BURNED: Ask Mac, glace be made the state: meat. If there is so hanky peaky going on, it seems to
- me the one who makes the accusation is the one with the evil
naiad.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "UTICA": Even the a foreigner
(alien] no longer automatically becomes an American ainen by simply marrying as American, the alien does bemese eligible for permanent resident status in the United
Mates. which is the first step in acquiring American citizenship. After he becomes a permanent resident, be is dieOde to apply for American citizenship after three years'
I residence in the U. S. with his American citizen wife. This
: is often a strong incentive for aliens to marry Americas
women

1

Whirs your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
year chest. Write to ABBY, Bel 11/701, Los Aageles, Cal
NMI. For a perennial reply each*e stamped. addressed
• envelope.
For Alft's new booklet. "What TeerAgers Want Is
; Inow." emit Is as Abby. Sea MN. Los Mageles, CaL wiso.
e

Etmologists never have
discovered precisely how
"straw" got involved, but it
Is probably that the name

The Lingerie Sewing Class and
lemonstration will be taught by
Mrs. Catherine Thompson at the
%Luray Extension Assembly
Room from 1';30 to 3:30 p.m.
The executive board of the
Women's Society of Christian
Service of the First United
Methodist Church will meet at
Use home of Mrs. William Britton,
201 South 3rd Street, at 9:30 a.m.
Wednesday, September I
The Administrative Board of
the First United Methodist
Church will have its dinner
meeting at the Social Hall at 6:30
p.m.
The ladies luncheon will be
served at 12:15 p.m, at the Oaks
Country Club with Sue McDougal
and Toopie Thomas chairmen of
Use hostesses including Charlotte
Sturm, Dorothy Nanny, Jackie
Waterfield, Dorothea Kane, Jane
Taylor, Margaret Greenfield,
Morgan, Kay
Marguerite
Outland, Julie Bell, Beauton
Brandon, and Oneida Boyd.
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Church WMS will meet at the
church at 7:30 pan.

The Faxon Mothers Club will
meet at the Faxon School at 1:30
p.m.
Thursday, September 2
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 1:30 p.m. with
Mrs. Lenvel Yates in charge of
Hostesses are
the program.
Mesdames John J. Livesay,
Paechall,
ez1 Yates,
Cotham, Harold Douglas,
and J.B. Wilson. New names will
be tabled. Old members should
be present to introduce their
sponsored new members.

calicos, they team with prettily
feminine blouses.
Bolder prints make them
smart partners for clinging
matte jersey or rib-knit tops in

Accessories
Fall accessories are important: the hats . . . the
jewelry. . the dog-collars,
the scarfs. . . worn many
ways . . . the belts in a
wide variety of widths in
fabrics, leathers, plastics,
reptiles, the bags. Accessories are taking over.

SCHOLARLY COWBOY Bib-front shorty overalls in
Cone's sturdy cotton denim
are hitched to a bright plaid
shirt for a school-going outfit
with pioneer flavor. By Perfect Boys.
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Lamb grill
Looking for something
different for a cookout?
Try lamb shish kebabs. Use
about one and a half inch
boneless lamb cubes (from
the shoulder or leg). First,
trim as much fat as possible from lamb to reduce
the calories. Then, make a AIRY - Floral-printed cotton on
a light ground gives an
mixture of oil, lemon juice, airylook to the large couch in this
distinguished living room
salt, marjoram, oregano, setting. The Desley fabric
is repeated in tie-back draperies
onion, and garlic and man- at the window, while
upholstered
chairs echo predominate the cubes overnight in nant colors in
the print. The furniture is from Drexel's
the refrigerator.
'rrevi collection,
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"Almost everything that
is great has been done by
youth" -Benjamin Disraeli
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Step into the
Wonderful
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FLORIDA
WORLD
of the
CH
MOTEL
DAYTONA BEACH

Voyacei
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R.A.F.STYLE - The bombgr
jacket's updated for fall. rfi
Cone's rugged cotton corduroy, the Chip 'n Twigs model
sports hidden seam pockets

Bring your lighthearted spirit
supply everything cite to romp or
rest by the sparkling sea!
•All rooms I suites are
oceanfront and have private
balconies
411 2 Olympic pooh,
1100 ft. of private beach
•Color TV, phones, MOT UP/ice
• Air conditioned heated
• Dining room, lounge, coffee shop
• Golf & Tennis privileges
• 9 hole putting green
Game room, shuffleboard, baby
sitter service
•Planned entertainment
•Across from shopping center,
bawling, theatre
•Near Jai All. Dog Racing,
Au Racing
sis fishing
•
• Write ter tree brochure. rates.
areliseseere
, Dine
%club,
P. Credit cabrds

•

Aniericard. Master Charge

ernmmetial.

APP1:11QUZ-TIOW - Cotton jeans step lively with perky
additions of decorative cotton trims and embroidery. The
leans at left are appliqued with Conad's put-on patches
al that include a cotton flower chain and hovering butterflies. Cotton embroidery thread, worked in
an easy satin •
.
*stitch, adorns the light-colored jeans. Featured in 1,001
Fashion & Needlecraft Ideas.

At-home clothes have been
liberated. Through with hiding
their beauty in the dim glow of
the fireside, they are getting
into the wider, brighter world.
The first break was away
from the lounging limits of
robes,
housecoats
and
pajamas. New at-home designs
look enough like other fashions
to be their doubles. They don't
have to stay in and they don't.
Country dresses found in
lingerie or robe departments
can double for patio and informal party wear. Teen-agers
add them to the country styles
they wear for day.
Long dirndl skirts are among
the most versatile of the
gadabout loungers. In country

white or dark shades. Skirts
closed only at the waistline are
designed to open on jumpsuits
with mini or full-length pants.
Gowns frequently take the
open-skirt approach and
slashes may open on pants or
legs sheathed in colorful hose.
All are popular partygoers.
Pants costumes are soft,
usually in brightly printed
jersey, to move lightly toward
the body in tunics and flare
easily in fuller pants.
One of the noticeable differences in at-home fashions is
price. They usually cost less
than look-alikes offered in
other departments.

Youth

goes back to the Anglo-Sato
on meaning of straw, which
refers to the fruit being
"strewn" or spread about
runners or stolons.
However mixed up the
name may be, strawberries
are wholesome as well as
delectable. A handful supplies the adult daily requirement of vitamin C.
There's
something
else
about strawberries that dieters might find appealing
-a cupful yields 90 calories.

By BETH MOHR
Copley News Service

Tuesday, August 31
The "Time Saving Gadget"
Sewing class will be taught at the
Murray Extension Assembly
Room from ten a.m. to 12 noon.

r
(UPI):
It's
CHICAGO
enough to shake your gastronomical faith, but strawberries aren't berries and
they don't have anything to
do with straw.
"The strawberry fruit in
the botanical sense is not a
berry," says Encyclopaedia
Britannica. "The strawberry is a low-growing herbaceous plant."

At-home clothes
now gadabouts

Monday, August 39
The Homemakers Training
meeting on "Pollution" will be
taught by Mrs. Maxine Griffin at
ten a.m. at the Murray Extension Assembly Room.

,

m

mete, Octoroons amen

Vont", SOSO
2424 Pl. MINIM Pa4
F1444114
Daytena

WELL FAIR ENOUGH—Victor Iglesias, 21, and (right)
George Shurnoff, 22, are among the first welfare recielents put to work wider New York's new program
They are tidying up Central Park to "earn" the checks

hi
!I!

A STRETCH BRA FOR'FULL FIGURES (3411410)
At last there's a bra that gives the comfort and support
a
full figure needs. it's "Fully", the super-comfort stretch
bra. A powernet band over
and under each cup and
wide, back-stretch straps
with adjustable shoulder "STYLE 91r FOR'llif MOST
CONTROL NOW IN COLORS!
pads reduce shoulder strap
pressure. 3-section cups Get firm control where
you need
assure perfect separation,
most. Front. back and hip panels
uplift and support. And the flatten you...slim you. Lightwino* spandex power not wears.
bright white color lasts
ioriger . washes beautifully. And
longer, thanks to our 'Whit. now
you can . color coordinate
ening Strikes' spandex "916" wea your favorite
fashions.
elastic that resists yellowAvailable in blue, yellow, nude,
wtiit.
and black. longing XS, S,M,L,
ing in your washing maXL, XXI.. from $9.95. Also available
chine and dryer.
in regular pantie and girdle lengths
Style 532,34-44B,32-46C, from PAS. White only. Fibers: Knitted elastic: Nylon, Spandex. Panel:
Only $3.00.32-48D,$4.00. Acetate,
Cotton, Rubber.

Central
Shopping
Center

I

Ill
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This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
amounts withheld.

Q) I heard that since my
wife and I both work we
won't have enough taxei
withheld from our paychecks
to keep from owing money at
tax time. What can we do to
change this?

Q) I went to a turkey dinner sponsored by my church.
Can I deduct the cost of the
ticket as a charitable contribution?

A) Estimate the amount
of tax that will be withheld
from your wages this year
and the tax you will owe.
This can be done by consulting tables available from
your employer or local IRS
office.
Then adjust your withholding to take care of any
,expected tax liability by tiling a withholding certificate,
Form W-4, with your employer, claiming fewer exlemptions and, if necessary,
;having
additional
dollar

A) Part of the cost may
be deductible. If you paid
,more than the fair market
value of the supper, the excess would be • charitable
contribution. For example, if
the supper had a fair market value of $3 and you paid
$8 for a ticket, the excess of
$5 will be a contribution to
the church, if the net proceeds of the supper go erelusively to the church. This
is true even if you don't use
the ticket.

I gives an

41/1

.—Two of seven women coowners of a New York 'State lottery ticket smile happily in New York City after being informed their
ticket had won the $1 million top prize. They are Mrs.
Mary Luther (left) and Mary Agnes McGivern. All
seven are employes of the State Retirement System. A
blind 'newspaper vendor who sold the ticket to them
award.
gets a $10,000 incentive
• ,

7 INTO $1 MILLION IS

=••

loat

A) Yes. Subscriptions to
professional journals related
to your business or profession are a deductible business expense. Also, if you
are an employee, you may
deduct the subscription price
of the publication as an employee business expense incurred in earning taxable in.
come if you itemize deduc
tions.

Planning on having sweet corn
for your next barbeque? Buy ears
that are well covered with bright,
plump kernels and husk01114 are
fresh and green. If you buy it
ahead of time for your cookout
you should store it unhusked and
uncovered in your refrigerator.
Try not to buy it more than two
days before you plan to use it.—
Patricia Curtsinger, Courthouse,
Benton, Ky. 42025 527-8601.

Q) My son will begin college in the fall on a $1,000
scholarship. Will this scholarship have any effect on
whether I can claim him as a
dependent next year?
A) No. Amounts received
by a child, stepchild, or
adopted child as a scholarship are not included in determining total support

ACROSS
Devoured
Parent (colloq.)
Female horses
Combed,
as wool
13 Omits in
pronunciation
15 Note of scale
16 Fished from
moving boat
18 Note of scale
19 French article
21 Jog
22 Mix
24 Additional
26 Man's name
28 Supplicate
29 Get up
31 Man's name
33 Compass point
34 Direction
36 Precious metal
38 A continent
(abbr.)
40 Employs
42 Saponaceous
45 Prefix: before
47 Dines
49 Unadulterated
50 Inclined
roadway
52 Satiate
54 Exist
55 Prefix: not
56 Simple
59 Symbol for
tellurium
61 Liquid measure
63 Number
65 Sharp pain
66 Touchdown
(abbr.)
67 Caustic
substance

Liquefying
Beverage
Frees of
Man's
nickname
10 Set
12 Delirium
tremens
(abbr.)
14 Kind of fabric
17 Learning
20 Great Lake
23 Tuberculosis
(abbr.)
24 Parent (collog.)
25 Brother of
Jacob
27 Cries like
dove
30 Actual being
32 Weak food
35 Plaguing
37 Bespatter
38 Shoot
39 Macaws

5 :X.:M 7

Everything You Always Wanted
To Know About Beagles,But
Were Afraid To Ask

I GUESS
I'VE

DON'T YOU DARE
CHASE ANY CARS
TODAY

CONVINCED

The Colonials
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I DID,

BRAKE
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Wale

W

Perform
Clothesmaker
Teutonic deity
Saucy
Worship

CANADLENS SIGN 2 -Pierre
Bouchard, a defenseman and
Larry Plaeu, a forward, 'Thursday signed their 1971 contracts
with the Montreal Canadiens of
the National Hockey League.

53 Wife of Geraint
57 Offspring
58 Printer's
measure
60 Organ of sight
officer
Army
62
(abbr.)
• 64 Spanish article

41 Man's
nickname
43 Comely
44 Old pronoun
46 Printer's
measure
48 Chore
51 Buddhist
dialect
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touch: A mask, followed by
a pore-closing akin tonic.
Good quality witch hazel,
splashed on direct from the
bottle, or sprayed from an
atomizer, makes an ideal
finishing touch to the facial.

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
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Can I deduct the sallistaiP•
tion price of the publication
when I file my return next
year?

A) No. Social Security
benefits are not taxable,
whether they are received
from the federal government
or from a state under the
federal Social Security program.

1
4
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describe
to
beauticians
them. Some cleansing routines range from grains to
creams, and use hand massage or motorized. But aleaception
most
without
they agree on the finishing

Q) I'm • doctor and I subscribe to a medical *Ma
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Lustre

Bel-Air Shopping
Center
Murray, Ky.

Creme

iii
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HAIR SPRAY

9 - 9 Mon. thru Sat
Sunday

Holds your hair
without getting
sticky about it

III
III
III

Phone: 753-8304

iii

89' Value

It'
III

Colgate

CEMRS

Offers You A
COMPLETE STOCK OF
,PERSONAL HYGIENE NEEDS

Lustre
Creme.
LOTION

CREAM SHAMPOO
Safe for color The conditioner
shampoo
treatecrhair
Compare

Why Pay More?

684:p 38t

WITH MFF FLUORIDE
LARGE THE ADVANCED FLUORIDE
TOOTHPASTE
SIZE
Regular 89' Value

SAV-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

PROFESSIONALLY
DESIGNED

tie

TOOTHBRUSHES
Say-Rite's
Low Price

43;

HI

III
Ill

iii

Regular 89' Value

Family Size

iii

COLGATE

TOOTHPASTE
REGULAR and MINT

Medium Size

HOUR after HOUR.

.
100j

6
RAPID
SHAVE

iii

ANTI-PERSPIRANT

iii

ill

III
ill
III

ORAL ANTISEPTIC

iii
Iii

iii

PALMOLIVE

Iii

RAPID'
Now

BLADE
CHROMIUM ED

68'
Giant Size

III

Double Dry

1.09 Value

SAV-RITE'S

Regulai '1.15 Value

III
III

ill

-- Menthol
-'1
7)
7

4-0Z. JAR

iii
III

lit

Regular

LOW PRICE

III

ize

and SAVE

Regular '1.15 694 Valu
3-oz.
Value

tiu
III
iii

dr and
Ref:Jai:

CONGESTAIIL

53;
Reg
89'

III
III

AEROSOL MEDICATION
Ill

•Doctorls test shows

Size

Congcstaid helps

1
11.
II I- ii

clear cold's

III

IN

congestion

Regular
Value

a

I''

3

I
II

III
111

Oot

Alt

ow•
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It Happened 100 Years Ago

The Grim Story of "Iron-fisted Kate"
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DOG HERO OF YEAR is
her 2Ricky
Mass.
an icy
Trixie
ran for help, then showed
rescuers where Ricky was
submerged by circling in
the water. The child had no
heartbeat for nearly 20
minutes, but was in good
health after a week in a
hospital. Trixie will be acclaimed by a dog food
maker at a dinner in Houston on Sept. 9.

Trixie, shown with
year - old master
Sherry in Lynn,
Ricky tumbled into
pond in April and

car, looks to see what
little foreign I driver of the conventional size in Fort Collins, Colo.
FOREIGN CAR INROAD—Driver of the
was. The scene is
bump
big
that
Levy,
Art
as
car. Allen B. Snow, looks at the damage

HIGHWAY SAFETY
, afiiiiins ---..---- 122S alas•
. . 4-.L.,- ...-,419 4e37.6;faar
Sy ARTHUR GOOFIEST

Black lady's life
is success story.

•

A
A\\

.4.
asir
•

"Mors Nerve Than Her Hubby" was caption of this imaginative old Police Gazette wood-anbraying of "How Iron-fisted Kato Won Her Namo"-with what appears to b. Bowie knife.
EVENTUALLY, a careful investigator and reporter,
By CLARK KIN NAIRD
Newspaper
H. Adleman, concluded. in '
Written Especially for Central Press and This
without commemo- Bloody Benders" (published by
NEW YORK -. One centennial passing proclamation
s, pag- Stein & Day and Signet BOoki),
rative stamps, presidential or gubernatorial
the known advent of that the Benders had begin
eantry and such, is the 100th anniversary of
Americana as "the lynched by night - riders wan
the murderess identified repeatedly in western
hid the bodies, swore thernselvis
history."
American
in
criminal
female
worst
placed on a main high- to secrecy, and divided Bendel.'
marker
a
in
attention
signal
has
She
State Highway Corn- money,hoard.
way by the Kansas Historical Society and
He also concluded the Benname as Joanna. ders were not homicidal manimission some 14 miles east of her baptismal
acs, but truly cold - blooded
• • •
Independence in the southeastthieves who deliberately set up
ern corner of the state, that
THE BENDER crimes and re- their trap for the unwary 0111
reads:
wards for their capture were the old Osage Trail to the
"On the high prairie a mile publicised throughout the coun- Southwest
northwest, beyond the nearby try, in Canada and Europe. Sub• • •
mounds that bear their name, sequently a reward was offered
OTHER annotators of the
Use Bender family — John, his for proof of their deagis.
likened Kate ta
wife, son, and daughter Kate — None of these was collected, Benders have
Bannerris, "the ERN
In 1871 built a small house. Par- though 16 years after their dis- Amanda
male Land Pirate" of the Ntlie
titioned Into two rooms by a appearance two women were chez Trace, who similarly
canvas cloth, it had a table, a arrested in Michigan on suspi- preyed murderously on travelstove and grocery shelves in cion of being mother and daugh- ers to the Southwest in the
front. In the back were beds, a
early 1800s.
sledge hammer and a trap-door ter Bender. Outcome of the trial Either might have inapt
above a pit-like cellar. Kate, a In which eight persons swore Rudyard Kipling, who lived
self-proclaimed healer and spir- these were the Benders, and the United States for a wh
itualist, and reported to be a eight swore these were NOT after marrying an American, to
beautiful, voluptuous girl with the Benders, was an acquittal. pen his lines: "The female of
Ugesish grace, was the leading "Confessions" and "deathbed the species is more deadly than
spirit of her murderous family. admissions" multiplied through the male."
was given

=of
National Cheinwesi of The Ifighwev.Sefoly Foundatien
A graduate of Wilson Junior
•
"I
don't
want
interview.
apBy CARMAN A.BOWERS people to get the idea that / College in her natives Chicago,
MOST;of Us have experienced being late for an
Miss Lucas worked as a re.
NEW YORK (UPI) - The have a vast empire here."
-171 pointaleft and trying to "make up time" while
porter for the now-defunct
race
posters,
of
the
a
us,
is
collage
wall
of
most
that
many
is
'
It
appropriate
For
.
ving to our destination
Bee, a black-oriented
Chicago
photoand
clippings
during
clipnewspaper
and
press
of the pictures
the clock is a daily experience, especially
while, still in
owspaper,
of
covers
album
driv- graphs and
pings in her office are of blues
school. After graduation, she
e morning drivt.to work. Once you find yourself
Magaentertainers.
top
many
He
King.
B.B.
singer
great,
to
ing against the clock, your desire
zines, press kits, books and was her first client in 1968 left her southside home and
hurry greatly reduces your ability to assorted paraphernalia vie for when Victoria Lucas Associates came to New York.
make decisions which can save your life space on a tiny desk that by was born. Since then she has Wanted to write
as well as the lives of those sharing the itself would comfortably just added many other top per"I had always wanted to
about fit in the small office. formers and record companies, write," she said. "I came to
road with you.
Amid all this clutter, hpw- as well as cosmetic and pubThe best advice we can offer on bow
New York,to fulfill that 'great
to avoid the "lateness'" problem, and ever, there's definite organiza- lishipg firms to her client list. American writer' dream. I
energetic
and
lively
A
tion.
"I hope to diversify my didn't know what kind of a
the added driving risk it creates, is to
Lucas,
Victoria
publicist,
either get up earlier or assume a phi- works -here. Miss Lucas, who organization," Miss Lucas said, job I would get. 1 had never
slacks heard of public relations."
losophic attitude about being late. It's is in her mid-30s, is the suc- looking chic in burgundy with
and a matching sweater
time
Miss Lucas, who was feaup
make
can't
you
a fact that
cessful black lady president a bright print.d midi vest. "I
when you are behind the wheel without of her own public relations think a good publicist can do tured in the February issue
as
n
violating the most basic of all safe driv- firm. "I like for people hi public relations for any type of (:osmopolita magazine
Arthur Godfrey
the
month,
of
girl
career
adsee the office," she said in an
"The house was located on the years. Credence
ing principles—"Never assume any
worked as an advertisirig copy- the
main road. Travelers stop- by one writer to belief that
Sign of the times: thk
ditional risks in your driving practices
writer and did some salaried ping for a meat were seated on Kate, having acquired a husin fashion"
not
do
which are not absolutely necessary or which
and free lance public relations. a bench, back tight against the band and the name Liefens, con- special signatures the fall and
in
accessories
and
trip."
of
your
quality
the
the
in
improve
y
murder
significantl
While with one ad agency she canvas. In the next two years tinued wholesale
'
ng
Montgomery Wa
wrote television and radio com- several disappeared. When sus- South. The Police Gazette gave winter
This principle applies particularly to problems asWSIX.TV
WLACTV
WSM-TV
in the book include butterflies, eta
attention
sensational
In
Chasael
aroused,
the
finally
developed
were
S
and
mercials
picions
Choreal
4
sociated with driving to an unfainiliar destination. DrivChassid
arii
hearts,
Kate" whistles,
"Stop Dirt Cold" campaign for 1873, the Benders fled. A search 1800s to an "Iron-fisted
ing along a strange expressway, for example, you may
MONDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
allegedly took wayfarers' patterns, cartoons, patchwork, who
elevdisclosed
property
their
of
detergent.
Power
Jeonnie
Cold
WOW t Sogrft I Drown el
1111.11 PIOW
MIME Wthr
suddenly realize that the oncoming exit ramp is the one
and "provided the buzzards tapestry, carpet prints and
Lars Asko a Cleet
Gunswielte
30 Arnold's Revue
One of her free lance pro- en bodies in their garden, skulls goldthe
Arkansas forests with workmen's gear in the form of
Newlywed Game
of
you want to take. This often leads to slamming on the
blows
hammer
owen.ass
AN Comedy Theitter
with
cruahed
A Good Veer
jects for a local boutique re•
ill Comedy Treater Hones Lacy
feasts."
leans.
canvas.
brakes or cutting across two lanes to exit at the desired
the
through
sulted in fashion stories in such
Asevestry R.P.D.
WI :SO Nifarle:
Fil:=1 York so.
o:NI "consotracv To Dirks Dire
fainp. garely is there enough time to signal for your un"The end of the Benders is
as
Vogue,
magazines
major
City
Kansas
Css NellielffIMIS
db .1111 KiIr.
to
Football
expected maneuvers. If you miss the ramp, you may
CBS Newowners
7 :30 Moyle
Ebony and McCalls, and in not known. The earth seemed
Foonsoll
them, as It had their
swallow
el is News, Wthr ; Swirls News; orthr.; Sow%
either 4Sack up or make an illegal U-turn. All of these
Wear
Daily.
Women's
Football
1 so IS Yenned
Merle:
Once Miss Lucas began evidence." • • •
bctions increase the risk of accident involvement.
News; Wan INIdel• •
Ton
Cavell
Dick
04$
Mown
11
street
1
1
1
1
903 Sycamore - Murray, Ky.
doing full-time public relations,
: How many times have you driven along a city
THE MARKER steers tour&wk.
she
she
knew
had
however,
searching for a particular intersection? As you approach
aid. WZI1
12 il
Museum in the
,
Announces The Opening of,flis Office for
found her niche. "I loved it," ists to a Bender
each intersection, you slow down, trying to read the
small town of Cherryvale and
TUSIDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
"I
the
loved
whole
said.
she
The Practice of
street sign. Each time you hit your brakes, or move at
much folklore and mythology
thing.
Courstry krona,
S
Their
Handers.
the
about
speed
ed
woven
the
recommend
a speed considerably below
hir
e Intiews
cativ
d...
Office Hours By Appointment
is IS ttro
Reel McCoys
iirnit, you set up ideal conditions for a rear-end collision.
Monday-Friday: 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
documented
:
7
s
!a
not
Isom
scam
Today=MI
Boas
were
premises
Boa
When you finally spot the street you want, Uwe is often
been explored for
having
as
24
Hours
Call
On
Saturday: 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Caeilein
Today;
Scene
Today
Kinser&
111
insufficient time to signal your turn properly. You may
LOW WNW
Caeitisin Kamera)
more bodies.
IS Today
Grilled Economy Steak
753:9%0
or
Ham
two
753-9909
Ph.
been
have
To Tell the Truth
may
, rg.g.
,4
total
9 1=
be going too fast to slow down and make your turn in
The
Salad Bowl
Corn on the Cob
Troth or Consequences Beyerty Hillbillies
possibly
comfort.
Beverage or three times 11, plus location
Dick Van Dyke
I.* of Century Family Affair
n
Peach Shortcake
I
sr
ones at another
IN,
.30
Bewitched
Swaim
of
Hollywood
Lowe
earlier
STEAK
' The obvious solutions to the expressway and street
ECONOMY
GRILLED
2 s .00 Jewertly
Where Hort Is
Love. American Styli
• • •
11 '30 Who Whit; News Search fir Tomorrow Lows ANWNICSOI SW*
aign situations may be found in another basic rule of
A zesty marinade gives furth
reports do not
AVAILABLE
right flavor.
Safe driving—"Do not postpone any investment of your
TUESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
indicate whether women as well
seasoning mix
envelope
Online Cony ; NewsA11 My Chlidren
.00 Noon
1
Ome, energy or money in checking and rechecking the
12 :30 Noon
Let's Make a Deal
as men were victims: the forAS World Turns
% cup salad oil
fitness of yourself and your vehicle."
11. DIM of Our Lives Many Solondored Thine Newlywed Gems
mer could-have been lured by
Define Gents
vinegar
1
:30 Doctors
Guiding
cider
Light
IA cup
such an announcement as one
. Take time to consult a map before you leave home.
about
steak,
chuck
1 round or
One Tllieftfithitlye
2 1firiligr Premise St11711 rrgellif
In July, 2191.2,:."Prof. Miss Katie
Know where you're going before you get there. Usually,
Password
Pyle. USMC
IS Somerset
2 inches thick
/
11
Bender. Can heal all sorts of
Lucy
i r7Collie
tr;
g map will give you dekinite ideas as to the location of
3 30 Laredo
Meat tenderizer
Diseases; can cure Blindness,
IS Laredo
A
r desired expressway exit. Regarding city streets, if
gr41:1=
.11nd of Lost
:30 Wild Wild West
Combine seasoning mix, oil Fits, Deafness and all such dis,
sepyz
4,N
ing71.
14tvy4s
‘
'
viwing
on =Clarnr
ognv
c;NIc
:%*;;ast
ou can't find a city inap, ask a traffic policeman or gas
p
and vinegar; pour over steak. eases, also Deaf and Dumb.. IS
powtion attendant. The most simple directions, such as
Cover and refrigerate several ness," or by her assertedsecure
EVEN INC PROGRAMS
TUESDAY
to
turn left at the third signal" will put you at ease, alhours or overnight, turning sev- ers as spiritualist
6
s Is
I Dream of Jesn54
Snorts=4yWittigintor
from the dead.
eral times. Just before grilling, messages
lowing the greater portion of your attention for the irn.
Parenthetically, among men
Mod Sowed
sprinkle meat tenderizer on
476
:
7 liVArcdYtoorr1.4.
Zrc 8=7,4,
Moyle:
portant activities involved in safe vehicle maneuvering.
2 who hadn't eat down for a meal,
1
Yuma"
'
both sides of steak, using /
'
a more formidable
11 ',11*?:114%*: The iliZsarrrr: 51,15
Movie
each pound of Katie had as
for
teaspoon
a prostitute. One
kniThionlan :dyentur: Marcus Welby
reputation
0
311, Sec,the
Sesame seeds
a
with
surface
9
Pierce
Marcus Webs,.
meat.
thought her a teenager. HowLeave crusts on bread.
over
N Dikes • 51511
grill
SeertliNews; Wth_,r.• Soorts
IS News;
on
steak
Brbil
fork.
Sesame Toast Spread one side of each slice
It Takes • Thief
t: Tomato Juice
10 31) lenient
ever, among the possessions
Weeds 'n voters
is
NM"; wows:- -Soi,711;
hot coals to desired doneness, abandoned in the Bender flight
f Creamed Seafood with Rice, with butter. Cut each slice into
"Mt Rapine — Dick Green
11
irr3
Trni
.
marlwith
basting occasionally
was a prayer book revealing
Mushrooms and Green Peas 2 triangles. Arrange on large
Tithe'
Dick Casten
Dick. Caren
12
Moyle
Kate's age (in 1873) as 25, and
Beverage
Fresh Fruit Salad
Qade•
SESAME TOAST
cookie sheets in single layers
One of the best tasting mun- Sprinkle each triangle with 1,4
ches you can provide.
'iaht
Moth's Del
teaspoon sesame seeds. Bake in
1 loaf (1 pound) very thin a preheated 325-degree oven un
sliced white enriched bread (31 til golden brown—about 20 MinFor food, moth larvae like
slices)
clothes made of wool, moCool. Store in a tightly
utes.
hair, fur or feathers.
4 cup (11,4 one-quarter pound
3
covered tin box. Makes 62.
sticks) butter, soft

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

DR. D. CHRIS EMMERT1
CHIROPRACTIC

Patio Supper

American
Motors

t Sunday Supper

WILL REFUND THE 7%
FEDERAL EXCISE TAX ON
ANY OF OUR NEW 11
VEHICLES REGARDLESS OF
WHAT CONGRESS DECIDES
10 000

is

So while all the other car companies
are waiting around for Congress to
act, American Motors is acting!

a

•

See .
t-

GIRL WATCHING being something of a national pasttime, Doug Welker seems to
have hit the jackpot in Zanesville, Ohio, at least according to reflection in glasses..

CATACOMBS CACHE- A Rome policeman lookm at remains of two automobiles in
the catacombs undei ha, city, where Christiana.. hid from Roman persecution in
Nero's time. A car -theft ;Ind stripping racket flourished there—Christians againinvi.isring more than 8.000 vehicles.

1

CAIN & TREAS
MOTOR SALES
806 Coldwater Road

1•••
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Mr. Tommy Carroll (left) is presenting the keys to a new
1971 Volkswagen Vast to Mr. Wylie Trenholm of Trenholm's
Restaurant, located on Chestnut Street. Mr. Trenholm
pleases his customers once again with even faster delivery
service.

AND NOW... THE HOTTEST DELIVERY SERVICE IN

TOWN!Our new van has an oven in it which will insure
that your food orders are delivered piping Hot!

For your favorite meal or snack,
check our taste-tempting menu
and phone 753-2997 for the
fastest and hottest delivery in
town!!
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IRENHOLM'S

PIZZAS
SALADS
LETTUCE
LETTUCE & TOMATO
SLICED TOMATOES
COMBINATION
FRUIT
COTTAGE CHEESE,FRUIT
CHEF'S SALAD
COTTAGE CHEESE

BREAKFAST

STEAKS
35c
45c
25c
50c
50c
55c
70c
45c

2 95 *.
2.25
1 79

T-BONE
CLUB
DINNER

Above served with french fries, rolls,
combination sad, and 10c drink.

e Inaptr4

LO

PLATES

lived

)r a whir

nerican, to
female or
eadly than

tbn fashion,
he fall and

imes:

SPECIALS

1.25
1.45
1 35
1 55

FISH
1 50
PORK CHOPS
1 30
BAR-B-Q
HAMBURGER STEAK
1.40
CHUCK WAGON
HAM,
2..1.20
1
SHRIMP. /
1 70
COUNTRY HAM
2
1
/
1 55
OYSTERS . . . .. . . ..1.20
10c drink.
and
rolls
fries,
french
Above served with slaw,

OATMEAL
DRY CEREAL
TOAST, JELLY
FRENCH TOAST . .(2 eggs)
(All cereals served with cream)

Wtal
e
amm
patchwork,
rints and
he form of

60c
85c

EGG OMELETS

CEREALS- TOAST

7

60c
80c
95c
80c
95c
80c
95c
1.25
1.50

EGG - 1 (fried, boiled, poached or scrambled)
EGGS - 2 (fried, boiled,poached or scrambled)
EGGS - 3 (fried, boiled, poached or scrambled)
SAUSAGE AND ONE EGG
SAUSAGE AND TWO EGGS
BACON OR HAM AND ONE EGG
BACON OR HAM AND TWO EGGS
COUNTRY HAM AND ONE EGG
COUNTRY HAM AND TWO EGGS
Above served with toast and coffee
Hash brown potatoes - 15c extra
3 PANCAKES - SYRUP
3 PANCAKES WITH SAUSAGE

25c
25c
15c
85c

70€
90c
1.00
1.10

PLAIN

CHEESE
HAM OR BACON
MUSHROOM

JUICES

,RT

TORPEDO

9 p.m.
5 p.m.

1/2 SANDWICH

62c

15c. 25c
15c - 25c
15c - 25c

ORANGE
TOMATO
APPLE

SANDWICHES

for

:TIC

95c

(a meal in itself)

BACON, LETTUCE,TOMATO ... 40c
30c &40c
HAMBURGER
(Onion, Mayonnaise, Pickle)
• 35c& 45c
CHEESEBURGER
(Onion, Mayonnaise, Pickle)
(Dressed Tomato, Lettuce, Sc Extra)
50c& 60c
HAM & CHEESE
50c& 65c
BAR-B-Q
45c& 80c
FISH
CHUCK WAGON ... Lg. 80c .... 50c
45c& 65c
HAM
COUNTRY HAM... Lg. 85c.... 65c
85c
COUNTRY HAM & EGG
35c & 60c
SAUSAGE
60c& 85c
SAUSAGE & EGG

30c&
EGG
BACON OR HAM & EGG 60c &
GRILLED CHEESE
60c&
PIZZA BURGER
HAMBURGER STEAK
1-BURGER
LETTUCE & TOMATO
PEANUT BUTTER
PEANUT BUTTER & JELLY
HOT DOG
FOOT LONG HOT DOG
CHILI & SLAW
CHILI DOG
CORN DOG
FISH & CHIPS

FOUNTAIN SPECIALS
55c
85c
30c
85c
65c
65c
30c
25c
30c
25c

SOUPS
VEGETABLE
VEGETABLE BEEF
TOMATO

30c
30c
30c

30c
45c
35c

CHICKEN NOODLE
OYSTER STEW
CHILI

9.5LU9JJSARAI2.2121_2J22 2.1 US/

TRY OUR TWIST ICS CREAM

ww

55c
35c
30c
85c

French Fried Onion Rings 40c

French Fries 25c

30€
MALTS
20€
SODAS
30c
SUNDAES
45c
BANANA SPLIT
.10c - 15c - 20c
ICE CREAM
(Vanilla and Chocolate)

10€- 20€
SOFT DRINKS
Coke, 7-Up, Root Beer, Dr. Pepper,
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Orange, Lemonade
25c
MILK SHAKES
30€
THICK SHAKES

BEVERAGES
COFFEE
HOT TEA
HOT CHOCOLATE
MILK

10c

20c
15c

Homemade Pies 30c - 35c
. 35c -40€

PIE and ICE CREAM

PLATE LUNCHES VARY EACH NOON HOUR
ON
OF
DES
)anies
to

10c -20€
15c -25c
15c -25c

ICED TEA
CHOCOLATE MILK
BUTTER MILK
15c - 20c - 25c

Benny Penny

PIZZA MENU
PLAIN CHEESE
GROUND BEEF
PEPPERONI ,
'GREEN PEPPERS
BAKED HAM
ITALIAN SAUSAGE
COUNTRY SAUSAGE
BACON
SLICED TOMATOES
PEANUT BUTTER
ONION
OLIVE
SALAMI
MUSHROOMS
ANCHOVIES
BLUE CHIP CHEESE
PT-B-QUE
HALF & HALF
EACH EXTRA ITEM

1.10
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
.30

SPECIAL-ANY THREE ITEMS - 2.05

1.90
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
.40
•

2.85

2.40
2.85
. 2.85
2.85
2.85
2.85
2.85
2.85
2;85
2.85
2.85
2.85
2.85
2.85
2.85
2.85
2.85
2.85
.50
3.50

The DINNER

HENNY HOUSE

3 Pieces of Chicken,
French Fries, Cole Slaw,
& French Bread:

21 Pieces of
Chicken only:

HENNY PAIL
Serves 5 7
15 Pieces of Chicken
French Bread

$3.90
Cole Slaw
Frencti Fried Potatoes

2Pt.
1
/
30c

Pt

Ot.

55c

85c

Order..25c
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TraveLodge had
a humble start
By CARL PLAIN
Copley News Service
When Roger Manfred and
Alan Greenway opened a 14bedroom motel in their native
Australia in 1958, they unknowingly founded a burjss
dominion.
Today Manfred, 41, and
Greenway, 42, are principal
figures in an international
group of motor hotel and motel
operations totaling around
30,000 rooms.
Manfred, president, and
of
Greenway, chairman
TraveLodge International,
Inc., are the first Australians to
head a company whose shares
trade on the New York Stock
Exchange. Greenway also is
chairman and managing director and Manfred% a director of
TraveLodge Australia, Ltd.;
TraveLodge New Zealand,
Ild.; and TraveLodge Fiji,
Manfred moved to San Diego,
Calif.,from Sydney three years
ago after an international
consortium that included
Australia
TraveLodge
acquired working control of the

San Diego area TraveLodge
Corp. from one of the founders,
Scott King. and his wife.
Under new management, the
company's name was changed
to denote its international
character, management has
been realigned and strengthened, the company has
acquired a Big Board stock listing, and it has embarked upon
a bold new program of expansion in motor hotels, as distinguished from its traditional
field motels.
Historians say the fu-st motel
was built in 1925 in California.
Growth of this type of accommodation. closely associated
with automobile transportation, flourished in the 1930s,
lagged in the warms* '40s, but
surged in the 1950s and 1960s to
cause a decline in the hotel industry that had developeeSwith
rail and ship transportation.
Manfred views the motor
hotel as -the best of two
worlds...
It offers free parking, just as
the motel does. Yet it adds the
cocktail lounge, coffee shop
and often the restaurant and
meeting rooms that are standard hotel features.

Motor hotels are the chief
product of the TraveLodge International expansion program
that had increased corporate
assets by around $50 million in
Federal State Market News the last two years.
Service August 30, 1971
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
With the Austin Co. of CleveMarket Report includes 10 buying land, a design-construction
firm, TraveLodge Internastations
Receipts: Act. 2667 Est. 800 tional has developed adesign..
unique
Barrows and Gilts mostly 25 high-rise building
Called Tri-Arc, it looks like a
cents lower Sows steady.
curve-sided triangle when
viewed from above. Manfred
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 17.50-11.00
says it offers multiple advanUS 1-2200-230 lbs., 18.00-18.20
tages, including physical atUs 24 110-240 lbs., 17.25-17.50
tractiveness, operational efUS 2-4 240-2110 lbs., 16.75-17.25
ficiency, spacious hallways and
US 3-4 260-293 lbs., 16.2546.75
corridors, and a view from
Sows
each room.
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 15.00-15.25
Scott King successfully pioUS 14 300-550 lbs., 14.00-15.00
neered the managing co-owner
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 13.00-14.00 few concept
whereby investing
down to 12.00.
joint venturers ran the motels
Boars 10.00-11.50
and shared profits with the
company.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Quotes
From The

News
By United Press Iateraatiesal
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif.President Nixon, talking to
newsmen after returning from
an overnight ocean cruise:
"You never really get away
from the problems."
CASTELGANDOLFO, ItalyPope Paul VI, commenting on
the violence in Northern
Ireland:
"We hope the population,
which shares a common Christian belief, can bring themselves together and unite and
soon be able again to enjoy the
fruits of peace."

TraveLodge International,
steered by Manfred and Greenway, is not abandoning coownership, but its expansion
program emphasizes sole ownership of larger motor hotels,
such as the 210-room, ninestory Tri-Arc TraveLodge on
San Diego's Harbor Island.
As of now,TraveLodge International wholly owns about
3.400 rooms, owns around 50
per cent of 17,000 joint venture
rooms, and franchises around
6,500 rooms.
For the fiscal year ended last
Jan. 31, total TraveLodge network sales - rooms, food and
beverages - increased to
$61,129,000 from $55,199,000 the
year before. Earnings of
12.225,041, or 98 cents a share
before extraordinary items,

compared with $3,036,566.or

II 37 the year before.
Earnings for the first fiscal
CARSON CITY, Nev.-Nevada Gov. Mike O'Callaghan, quarter ended April 30 were 5
replying to dodos' statements .ents a share vs. 14 cents a year
earlier
that it would

be traumatic for
billionaire recluse Howard
Ex( Iodine franchised TraveHughes to see anyone:
Lodges gross sales of rooms.
"What's 90 traumatic about food and beverages edged up to
seeing someone?"
$13.460 solo from 813.025.000

Mushroom Farm Wil
Mushroom With Loan

Walter Cronkite
covers globe Follows Western Traitof—You-Know-Who!

Persons

Gusty Winds, Rain
In South Florida
By United Press Internatiand

Gusty winds and locally heavy
rains continued over southern
Florida early today as a tropics'
depression edged its way across
the prpeninsuLs toward the Gulf
of Mexico. Elsewhere, typical
late summer weather gripped
most of the nation.
between a 1970 Plymouth two Stiff, 35 mile-an-hour winds
loor owned by Ed Courtney and menaced boaters and swimmers
iriven by Dave Earl Courtney of who flocked to Los Angeles
Lexington, and a 1970 Ford four County beaches in California
ioor driven by Earnest Randolph Sunday.
Allen of 808 North 19th Street, At least 15 sailors capsized in
Murray.
Marina uei Ray and dozens of
Police said Allen was going others were toppled by winds
east on Highway 121 and stopped outside the marina. Lifeguards
at the stop sign at the 641 Bypass reported more than 250 rescues in
waiting for traffic. The Courtney the wind-blown surf.
car hit the Allen car in the rear, Fair skies and warmth
according to the police report.
prevailed over much of the East,
Damage to the Plymouth was with early morning temperatures
on the left front and to the Ford In the 60s and 70s well above the
on the rear.
norm.
In the intermountain regions of
the West, the heat refused to
relent, leaving morning temperatures still in the 80s and 90s.
Showers and thunderstorms
that developed Sunday continued
Funeral services for Mrs. over the extreme Southeast and
gdaline Miller of Hardin were through the Western mountains
held Sunday at two p.m. at the while another storm front
chapel of the Filbeck and Cann touched off storms from MinFuneral Home.Benton. with Rev. nesota to Colorado. Heavy rains
R.L. Dotson and Rev. Julian were reported in the Central
Warren officiating.
Plains and Valentine, Neb.,
Interment was in the Pace reported 3.23 inches
of rain in a
Cemetery.
six-hour period.
Mrs. Miller,age 62,died Friday
The tropical depression that
at 10:30 a.m. at her home. She lumbered over Florida was
not
was a member of the Dexter- well organized, according
to the
Hardin United Methodist Church. National Weather Service.
The
Survivors are two daughters, highest winds wrought
by the
Mrs. Georgia Miller of Hardin depression were about 35
miles
and Mrs.Roger Morton °Menton an hour in passing
squalls. Some
Route Five; one son, Billy Ray locally heavy rains
were reported
Miller of Hardin; two sisters, as a result of
the depresSton.
Mrs. Cletus Jones of Joppa,
Early morning temperatures
Mrs. Robert Vance of ranged from a
and
chilly 51 at both
Columbus,Ohio; one brother, Joe Rock springs,
Wyo.,and Crescent
Putnam of Lawrenceburg, City, Calif., to a hot 91 at
Yuma,
Tenn.; five grandchildren.
Ariz.

Rites Held Sunday
For Mrs. Miller

TUNISIA
ALOOF

World News In Brief

ALGERIA

ECONOMY-U. S. Commerce Secretary Maurice Stans told a
Lexington news conference 'The business comunity of the
country has lined up almost 101 per cent in support (of the
President's control of wages and prices. It would be my hope that
the labor leaders will display that same statesmanship."
TURNPIKE-Consulting engineers for the Kentucky Turnpike,
the state's most profitable toll road, have recommended an additional $32/,000 be allocated for maintenance and operations
In fiscal 1972. They also called for doubling the road's maintenance reserve fund to nearly $6 million.
FISH-State Health Commissioner William McElwain has

recommended a limit to two meals of Kentucky Lake fish per
week for people who eat the fish year-round. But McElwain said
the ban, due to mercury above safe levels, did not apply to
vacationers or other occasional consumers.
TEST-A team of Kentucky industrial developers

vivisted

Industrial prospects in Dearborn and Detroit, Mich., to test their
reaction to President Nixon's new economic program.

an actual move or by a display
of independence. In high
school,our man got a job on the
Houston Post. Uranus occupies
the fateful fifteenth degree of
Aquarius, that of the true
celebrity.
'The composer Wagner had
his Moon here.
The Moon describes the
public, and it a more personal
sense, the women, in a man's
life. We speculate that
Cronkite's Moon is in the
critical fourth degree of Pisces,
with rifle fixed star, Deneb
Adige. This Zodiac degree
bestows flashes of pure inspiration on its natives.
Cronkite was married in 1940
to Mary Maxwell. They have
three daughters, which was
foreshadowed by the Moon

females) being located in the
fifth house of children.
The ninth horoscope house
governs long journeys. Its
tenants are Saturn and Neptune; both are brilliantly
aspected by Mars, which has
domain over warfare and
accidents. The favor of Mars
must have come in handy
during World War II, when
Cronkite flew in bombing
missions over Nazi Germany.
Venus (the affections) is
placed in the house of friends,
in Libra (justice). Our subject
loves his fellowman. No one
who watched his coverage of
a,Nov. 22, 1963, will ever
forget
Tears
Cronkite.
streamed down his solemn

features as he reported the
death of John Kennedy
Cronkite is no phony idealist, ir

our judgment, but the genuine
article.
Moving his planets up to the
present year, we find that
Mercury
communications)
has been with the Moon's lucky
North Node the last twelve
months, as Cronkite reached
new heights. His fame will be
reinforced by progressed
Moon, which returns to its own
place this year, setting off his
birth-chart Grand Trine.
It looks very much as if, after
years of covering celebrities,
Walter _Cronkite has achieved
celebrity status in his own
right

HOLLYWOOD - It's been a
long time coming, but Peter
Fonda is now showing the follow-ups to his smash film "Easy
Rider." And he sees nothing
strange in the fact he chose a
western as this long-awaited
project. Its not a cop-out, not
by any stretch of the "now" or
"then" generation's imagination.
"Why not a western?" asked
Peter. "The western is the way
we Americans tell our fairy
tales and our parables. All our
films really are westerns when
you scrape off their surfaces.
Besides, the western background
is just the outward form and
setting for this story, just the
superficial pigeon-holing for the
foundation. The story deals
with the inter-relationships of
three people and the responsibility that one human being
owes another - and himself."
(The pastoral drama also stars
Warren Oates and Verna
Bloom).
-Hired Hand," Fonda's western, didn't just happen. He and
his partner, producer William
Hayward. son of Leland Hayward, longtime pal and producer-associate with his father
Henry, spent more than a year
looking for the right property
and read more than 200 scripts.
• • •
"THE FIRST 100 were variaUons of the 'Easy Rider' theme.
The second 100 were anti-war
films. As if anyone would be
FOR war! But nothing sparked
electricity." Until "The Hired
Hand."
In the meanwhile, audiences
around the world quickly were
Identifying a n d empathizing
with the sensitive drifter and
searcher of "Rider," termed the
-essential bike picture." Fonda

Peter Fonda
Follows Papa's footsteps

He hadn't seen "Easy Rider"
found himself copied in dress until after it was finished. I'm
and demeanor from Tokyo to sure he's equally as proud:
Toronto, Manila to Milan. His Peter told me when he "tartest
life style became that of a in this business that his inter*
eat is in the MAKING of thit
whole generation.
"I was responsible for what film, rather than being an aCtot
somebody did to emulate me 'After directing "Hired Hater
7,000 miles away. The whole he is more convinced.
"I give myself another threescene bugged me. But what was
worse was that these people five years of acting," he said
were acquiring all of the out- seriously, "before I give it up.;
side
window dressing of the Though acting can be creatka
character of 'Easy Rider' but at its very best, I think there's'
none of the internal turmoil. too much root childishness
As if wearing blue jeans and most acting-and actors. Yd0
leather and sporting long hair don't find this element in tikg
by themselves mean 'anything. notch directing and I intend-to.
"Man's search for his own become a really fop-notch
Identity and meaning in life is rector."
the universal ingredient in the
P.S. He'd be proud to 'dir/Eit
makeup of a human being. But, a kid like Henry Fonda. AnALits a lonely journey and one Jane, too.

Meyer Lansky proves
problem for Israelis
By JEANNE KUEBLER
Ospky News Service
HERZLIYA, Israel - Is
Israel becoming a haven for

Mafia men seeking to outrun
Uncle Sam's long arm?
The question is being raised
over one of the newer residents
of
this
well-heeled
Mediterranean resort town.
Subject of the furor is Meyer
Lansky, said to be the financial
brain of the crime syndicate
known as the Mafia. Late in
July Lansky was again tagged
as the No. 1 figure in international criminal gambling
by a Mafia witness before a
U. S. Senate Investigations
subcommittee.
Lansky, a Jew, came to
Israel on a tourist visa July,27,
1970, close to the time he was
summoned to appear. before a
Miami grand jury investigating
"skimming"-taking a cut off
legal gambling profits before
taxes are calculated -at a Las
Vegas casino in which he
allegedly has an interest.

ment sent him a $947 round trip
first-class air ticket, Lansky
refused to budge and was cited
for contempt by the Miami
jury, a charge not covered by
the U. S.-Israeli extradition
treaty.
Since his arrival Lansky's
visa has been extended six
Unita:114 Us not Unusual in
this Land of nonresident, but
virtually permanent, residents.
But according to Israel's

Control

IR

LIBYA

Nos,

SUDAN HALTS RED
COUP WITH LIBYA
HELP, EXECUTIONS
AND HUNDREDS OF
ARRESTS FOLLOW
TO MOSCOW'S
DISCOMFITURE

LIBYA'S APPARENT HAND
IN PLOT AGAINST KING
OF MOROCCO HAS MADE
ALGERIA SUSPICIOUS OF
EASTERN ARAB DESIGNS

U.
A.
R.

press, this particular tourist
has continued to conduct his
Mafia interests from a posh
suite in Herzliya's Accadia
Hotel, receiving crime syndicate couriers from the United
States and establishing contacts with both Israel's upper
crust and its underworld.
Only recently, immigration
officials, apparently tipped off
by Interpol, refused entry to
three alleged Mafia men.
Lansky - who also visited
Israel in 1962 when a Mafia
faction allegedly wanted to

(Continued from.Page 1)
eliminate him from tha
that sort of plan," Vurf said, leadership picture of the
"the administration has given a syndicate - applied for temtremendous tax sop to big porary residency last winter:
business, while freezing the He insists he will apply for full
wages of working men and Israeli citizenship under the
Law of the Return, which
women."
Wurf made the comments in automatically grants
citizenship to any Jew unless he
Minneapolis where leaders of
is a criminal, a mental

SUDAN

IRAN

SAUDI
ARABIA

1

ANTI-COMMUNIST
SUDAN TO ADHERE
TO LIBYA, SYRIA,
EGYPT FEDERATION
LATER THIS YEAR,
DESPITE EGYPT'S
TIES -TO MOSCOW

"REACTIONARY" JORDAN
KING TALKS WITH THE
"REACTIONARY" SAUDI
ARABIA KING FEISAL
TO STRENGTHEN TIES
AGAINST "SOCIALISTS"
U.A.R. AIMS
FOR PAN-ARAB
LINE, CAIRO
AS LEADER

h
a ISRAEL LOOKS PRETTY SAFE when you add up all Ow
disunity in the Arab world. There is more Arab di,unity now than when they lost the Six-Day War. DIPlomats feel there is no such thing as a united Ar;ii,
14

front. And think of the soul-searching in Moscow,
which is trying to (woo the Arab world with arms and
technicians while some of those nations are mercilessly crushing Communist movements, like in the Sudan.

record sales year for the auto
Industry in 1972, perhaps as
high as 12.75 million cars and
trucks.
-The Cost of Living Council
"sruled Saturday that car dealers,
resort owners, employers of
farm hands and others affected
by seasonal sales or work
patterns may raise prices or
wages during the freeze, to the
.peak of their 1971 seasonal
level. Thus if a Florida resort
owner usually raises his rates
on Nov. 1, he may do so this
Nov. I -provided he raises
them no higher than last year's
peak, and provided also that he
can prove he has been following
the seasonal pattern for at least
three years.

Fl

Nurs

PETER'S father viewed his
"Easy Rider" many times in its
birth-from a long, five hours,
down to the final cut when we
viewed it together at a private
"for friends" preview at the Directors' Guild in Hollywood. I've
never seen a happier face than
Hank's after the applause followed that film.

the union were meeting to draft
defective or a security risk.
a policy statement opposing the
Press and parliament have
freeze.
In Tokyo, Assistant Secretary waxed indignant over the
the
Though the federal govern- of State Philip H. Trezise Lansky affair and
possibility that the Promised
arrived on his mission to
Land
could
become
a
explain U.S. monetary policies
headquarters for international
to the Japanese government.
crime.
Nixon's decision to untie the
A prestigious morning daily,
dollar from its fixed gold base
Ha'aretz, was slapped with a
has been producing the desired $290.000
LIBYA'S PRO-SUDAN
libel suit by the Dan
effect in Japan, where the Hotel
POLICY IRKS IRAQ
Corp.
when
U.A.R. TELLS JORDAN
the
government was forced to float newspaper
published a review
YOU HAVE PLACED
the yen.
of a book stating Lansky money
JORDAN CRUSHES PALESTINE
YOURSELF OUTSIDE
The yen grew in value by 5.2 was invested in
GUERRILLAS—WITH NO ARAB
the group's
ANTI-ISRAEL FRONT
per cent, in relation to the hotel - the Tel
Aviv Dan, the
AID—AND SYRIA AND IRAQ
dollar, Saturday. The change Haifa Dan Carmel, and
CHILL JORDAN RELATIONS
Lanmeans that it takes more
sky's current residence, the
dollars now to buy yen, or any Accadia. That suit was settled
SYRIA
other Japanese product. And an out of court.
LEBANON+
Importer in the United States Yediot Aharonot, an inTUNISIA
and eventually American shop- ctgpendent afternoon paper,
ISRAEL
pers -will have to pay more covered Lansky's activities in
AN
for the previously lower priced detail over a period of several
Japanese consumer items such months and minced few words.
as television sets and textiles This time Lansky himself filed which have been flooding the a libel action claiming damage
to his good name.
American market.
N'ediot, claiming the suit was
In other developments:
- General Motors Board Just another legal gimmick
Chairman James M. Roche and designed to allow Lansky to
YEMEN BUSY
GM President Edward N. Cole stay here, retorted that the
WITH OWN
good
,E.P•At
name
predicted that the new econom- American's
CIVIL WAR
ic program could result in a couldn't be damaged because

TRAINING-The state departments of Health and Public

Safety are launching a series of advanced courses in emergency
medical care in 15 Kentucky cities. Some 2000 ambulance drivers
along with firemen, policemen and nurses have been In invited to
participate in the program.

highly favorable aspect to his
Neptune (imagination).
Blending the influences of these
planets, we judge that Cronkite
is a born scholar who has the
wisdom to put his facts in
proper perspective. Andrew
Carnegie had his Sun in the
same degree as Cronkite's
Mars; nobody ever accused the
steel magnate-or Cronkite of laziness.
Continuing our stroll around
his chart, we locate Uranus

4,

By Gary G. Hoddlestoa
HORSES-Gov. Louie B. Nunn announced that all horses in
Kentucky will be vaccinated against sleeping sickness. The
program, set to begin Sept. 1, should take about three or four
weeks to complete. Horse, pony and mule owners can have their
animals immunized free-of-charge at vaccination points to be
established in each county.

the bare fads.
Ntarby in the -first solar
house is Mars t energy) in

(the freespiritj in our subject's
solar fourth house. This
denotes a man who leaves
home at an early age, either by

you have to take by yourself.
Your wardrobe is not important,
It certainly expresses you. But,
it doesn't define you."
This universal quest for identity and meaning in life is the
theme of "Hired Hand" although presented in a different
format. And before starting to
shoot this pastoral western,
young Fonda looked at "My
Darling Clementine" almost 100
times. It was made by the master of the western, John Ford -and starred Henry Fonda.
"I've replaced a bike with a
horse," he smiled, "and the era
is different. But the film is still
an American's search. And an
American fairytale."
• • •

By ARMY ARCHERS
Central Press Association
Correspondent

those probing questions?
His Sun is with the fixed star
Aiphecca, which produces
natives who like to get down to

LOOK AT ALL THIS ARAB DISUNITY
MOROCCO KING'S
ASSASSINATION
THWARTED AND
LIBYA SEEMS
DISAPPOINTED
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Young Peter Fonda

(UPI)--The
Washington
Economic Development Ad
ministration (EDA) has granted
Kentucky's largest mushroom
By HERB STANTON
!arm a loan of $199,800 to enable it
Copley News Service
to expand.
The Kentucky Mushroom
Question: "Walter Cronkite
Farms Inc. is located in an
abandoned limestone mine in is my favorite TV newsman.
Carter County at Lawton. The How would astrology analyze
loan will enable the farm to in- him?''
Answer: During the reign of
crease its work force by about 90 Huntley-Brinkley on
NBC,
to
payroll
employes and swell its
Walter Cronkite gamely
nearly $1 million by 1974 ac- carried the banner for
CBS
cording to company and EDA News. While the famous
duo
officials.
reported the news with sarCompany Manager Jonathan
donic humor, Cronkite plugged
Shaw said the loan will be used to solemnly away, looking for
all
build and equip a 26,000-Square the world like a worried
St.
foot block building for use in Bernard.
seeding and Processing.
Today his arch-rivals have
The mushroom company was parted, and Cronkite has
founded in 1967, also with an EDA emerged triumphant, with the
loan and employs natives of the globe as his news beat.
Northeastern Kentucky area.
Born Nov. 4, 1916, in St.
Joseph, Mo., Cronkite is a
Scorpio, His Sun forms a
superb triangle in space with
Pluto (mass movements) and
the Moon the public).
(Continued from Page 1)
How does Cronkite come up

stopped for the traffic light at
North 12th and Chestnut Streets.
Waterfield hit the Turner car in
the rear knocking it into the rear
sf the East car, according to the
police report.
Damage to the East car was on
the rear end, to the Turner car on
the front and rear ends,and to the
Waterfield car on the front end.
Sunday at 2:23 p.m. a two car
collision occurre
at the intersection of Highway 121 Bypass
and U.S. Highway 641 By pass
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Lansky "never had a good
name."
The newspaper asked the
courts to require Lansky to post
bond to cover the costs of
bringing
witnesses from
abroad - just in case Lansky
loses. The court did -so:-

Meanwhile the admitted
gambler's shadowy figure
emerged briefly. He told a
radio newsman that he would
seek Israeli citizenship as was
his "right" under the Law of
the Return.
He added that if the Interior
Ministry ruled egainst him, he
would appeal tb the Supreme
Court.
And, he said, he would fight
any effort by the United States
to seize his American passport.
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HE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SAI.E

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

FREE: SPACE for mobile home ROOMS FOR girls. Private

WORK SHOP,about 12'x20', new
roof, wood construction. Would

SALE

like to sell immediately. Phone
753-7895.
A30C

Nursery Stock

TaltAtlY1111
Eat Your Home

PIOIftS
Are Poison
&tar
1W1Milk

HOUSE SALE; Friday and
Saturday. Bedroom set, chest of
drawers, refrigerator, stove,
rugs, odds and ends. Phone 7535561.
A3OP

Now is a good time to piant
Nursery stock grown in containers.

20%Off
Hollies, Rhododendrons, Mahonia,
Nandinas, Pyracantha, Abelia,
Evonymous Junipers, Pin Oak and
Others. EXTRA NICE AZALEAS -'1.50

SHIRLEY GARDEN CENTER

11111P1-1
ROACHIS
CafrY

Germs

C.,ao•o•
PESTS

TWO LOUNGE chairs and ottoman, excellent. Solid cherry
end tables and corner table;
Early American desk chair; two
walnut and cork table lamps;
new portable TV stand; Johnny
Lightening racing set; girl's shoe
skates, size 3; Indian Tee Pee;
toys excellent. Car vacuum, 12
volt, new; 670-15 lugged tire
chains; rifle reloading equipment; antique telephone insulators. Phone 753-6136.
A30C

Protect Your Home! I
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control

on private lot, to right party for entrance, central air and heat
exchange on upkeep of property. carpet. Cooking privileges.
SIP
Middle age or retired couple. Phone 753-2377.
Phone 753-7658.
A3OP
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
UNFURNISHED HOUSE,next to apartment,all electric. $30.00 per
bus station. Phone 753-1573. A30C month. On the Lake, large house
trailer, air-conditioned,
washer. Phone 436automatic
UPSTAIRS FURNISHED
A31C
apartment All utilities, near 2427.
University. Call 753-6278.
SIP
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
LARGE PRIVATE room for rent. apartment, air-conditined.
and entrance. Near
Call 753-1387.
SINC Private bath
University. Phone 753-2672. A31C
APARTMENT,FURNISHED for
girls or married couple. One FURNISHED OR unfurnished
block from university. Two girls
$400 per semester. Three girls
$450. Four girls $500. John 0.
Pasco,Jr. Phone 753-7278.
SIC
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two bedroom apartment, wall to
wall carpet, central airconditioning. Good location.
A31C
Phone 753-4331.

ROOMS FOR rent, girls; with MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
cooking facilities. 1624 Hamilton. Lake, 10 miles from Murray in
Shores.
Two
ANTIQUE CHERRY spool bed,
500 N. 4th
Phone 753-3402.
S4C Panorama
bedrooms. 15'x15' living room,
mattress and springs Excellent
condition. Console black and
TWO BEDROOM house in separate dining room, kitchen,
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky
LARGEST VARIETY ot uistog. COMB & CHAIR, couch is in white television, 21" screen.
Panorama
Shores, completely central electric heat and airPhone 7513914 Day or Nite
apin Kentucky. No increase in good condition, chair needs Phone 753-7238.
conditioning. All new
A30C
furnished;
carpeted
basement.
slices. Country Boy Stores, the reupholstering. Both for price of
pliances including washer. On
Home
Owned
and
Operated
Over
20
Years
Heat and
air-conditioned.
&tiny Surplus Folks. 9 miles $25.00. Phone 753-7979.
A30C MATCHING DIVAN and chair,
Couples only. Available from private lot. Phone 436-5571. TFC
of
v
Licensed
by
State
Kentucky
from Hopldnsville, Junction Ky.
$80.00. Excellent condition. Also
August 30 through May 30. Phone
v Member Chamber of Commerce
4.7& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 NEW SOLID Maple 4 poster bed, bed frame, $10.00. Excellent
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for
SW
AIM* 753-8846.
Aug30C complete with box springs and condition. Phone 753-7640 before ANEW.
college girls. 162644 Hamilton
foam rubber mattress. $85.00
p.m. or 753-5726 after 5:00 DAILY CHILD care in my home WILL DO trash hauling, HOUSE FOR 3 to 6 college boys. Ave. Phone 436-5479 after 6:00
5:00
complete. Four 900 15x15 white
S4C
1TC near University. Phone 753p.m.
reasonable rates. Phone 753For more information contact p.m.
"SIERGUSON MODEL TO-20 walltires, no.00. Phone 753A31C landlord at 320 Woodlawn. S2C
7276.
A3OP 6130.
tractor with rebuilt motor. Also a 2700.
S3C
MODERN ONE bedroom, furBELTONE FACTORY fresh
1961 Volvo automobile and chain
nished apartment, well located.
FURNITURE
for
all
make
REFINISHING.
hearing
aid
batteries
PROFESSIONAL,
EXA30C THIRTEEN WEANING pigs.
saw.Phone 436-2147.
TWO BEDROOM with den or Couples or graduate student.
All
work
guaranteed.
Free
pickPERLENCED
hearing
aids.
Wallis
Drugs.
1TC
painter,
will
work
A31C
Phone 436-2113.
three bedroom apartment. Ac- Phone 753-1299,
SiP
contract jobs, on hourly basis, up and delivery. Free estimate.
PIANO, USED, rebuilt, tuning,
Antique or natural finish. Jerry comodates family with no more
repairing. Jetton & Dyer Piano RESTAURANT HOT Point BRACE YOURSELF for a thrill has own equipment. Call 489than three children. Phone 753- PRIVATE SLEEPING room for
S3OP
Sept.7C McCoy,753-3045.
Sales & Service, Cuba Road, electric grill. Hot Point electric the first time you use Blue Lustre 2287.
6781
A30C mature person. Quiet atMayfield. Evening and Saturday grill, model 101, 14"x15" A-1, to clean rugs. Rent electric
mosphere. 2 blocks from
17C $85.00. 250 lb. G.E. ice machine, shampooer $1.00, Big K.
S4C
phone 247-8522.
THREE ROOM apartment, University. Phone 753-2672. SIC
condition. $300.00. Phone
furnished, including utilities On
10's:50' LIBERTY two bedroomLgwd
753-2700.
53C CREOSOTED POLES for pole
Main near 18th Street. Phone 753barn construction, utility poles
trailer,furnished. Ready to move
tu-AXLE EQUIPPED trailer,
A30C
3984.
boat docks. Murray Lumber
into. Located at Shady Oaks
and
8'x20', 60'x16 tarpaulin. Sean
767Phone
Court.
Street,
Murray,
Trailer
Maple
new. Phone Co.,
NICE TWO bedroom furnished
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
A31C wringer washer,like
1TC
2751.
A31P Kentucky.
435-4481 or 435-4483.
apartment. Carpeted, airMEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
conditioned. Near University.
WICZerMeriCSSW
TESTED and approved by
Phone 753-7550 after 5:00
millions of homemakers. Blue
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
p.m.
ASOC
Lustre carpet cleaner is tops.
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332
Western Auto, Home of "The
SIC
Wishing Well".
FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
living room, kitchen, bathroom
MATCHED SET, Frigidarire SEP'FIC TANK cleaning, back
REAL ESTATE FOR SALT,. with shower and bath. 1 or 2
washer and dryer, like new. hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753-,
bedrooms. Zimerman ApartPhone 753-1565 or 753-1831 from 5932.
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
Sept.2€
location;
SMALL FARM; good
8:00 am.till 6:00 p.m.
SIC
A30C
7534609.
,
business or future investment.
FOR YOUR BLOCK AND
One mile East Murray, apAUTOMATIC WASHER, good
Chestnut Street- Murray, Ky.
FURNISHED HOUSE for 4 boys
condition. Phone 753-8750,
SIC CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION proximately 10 acres pasture.
fencing,stables, water. or 4 girls. Call Tom Alexander,
wire
Rog
CALL
S7C
14' ALUMINUM RUNABOUT, 35 18'SELF Contained camping
Cozy older 7 room house, modern. 753-3827 or 753-1713.
Because over the years his
20,000
BTU
H.P. motor, tilt, trailer, -PEDDERS
air
753call
1456.00.'- trailer with
Bynum Construction
For appointment
lots of extras.
waits have invested in
S1C.,,$1495.00 Phone 436-2475.
conditioner.
Call 753-8964.
Phone
492-8462.
S1C
TFC
4147
S3P
US. Savings Bonds-in
furhouse,
BEDROOM
TWO
GRACE
DALE BYNUM -BOB
his name, for his futureDESKS AND chairs. Phone 753TRAILER 10'x82'. Number 80,
nished, air-conditioned, large
by participating in the
S1C
Shady Oaks Trailer Court. See PURE BRED Charolias bull, son 4009,or see at 906 N.16th .
in Sherwood
1053(160'
LOT,
yard. Available September 1st.
Contractors
Payroll Savings Plan at
of Pecos, 15 months old. Phone
Jack Norsworthy or call 489Forrest. Phone 753-7358 after 4:00 $135.00 per month. 1637 Catalina
work.
753-1911.
A31C
2691.
A31C
TFC Drive. Phone 753-2527.
A30C
He probably doesn't
PHONE 753-8368 or 492-8186 p.m,
NOTICE

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

✓ tourist'
xluct
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FOR RENT

FOR RENT

How come
thiskid
has more
moneysaved
thanyou do?

- DIRECT SERVICE

* SPECIAL *
ON,

• HOOVER -CONVERTIBLE UPRIGHT
• HOOVER DIAL-A-MATIC POWER
DRIVE

Murray Home & Auto

Masonry

evesknow.And right now,

Broadway
Ac

By Jack Gaver
4
UPI Drama Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) - Well;
now, couldn't this be something-- two playwriting Simons
storming the Broadway barricades in the same season!
Everyone knows about Neil.
Simon, the most successful,
playwright of the past decade-,
'Barefoot in the Park," "The.
Odd Couple,""Mars Suite," to
name a few of his Midas-touchl
creations.
Now comes elder brothei
Danny Simon with his first.play, a man unknown to the
general public, but not to "the
trade," as a writer of comedy;
a man who led Neil into the
business of writing for laughs.
And, of course, as happens
almost annually, Neil has a new
one, "The Prisoner of Second
Avenue," scheduled for Nov.
11. Danny, who has a long
record as one of the top writers
for radio and television comedians - Sid Caesar, Danny
Thomas, Phil Silvers, etc.- has
finally found his way to the
theater with "Only the Shadow
Knows." Producer Zev
Bufman, who has a record off
both Broadway and off.l
Broadway successes, plans toi
bring it in after a late summe9
tryout at the Bucks County; i
Playhouse in Pennsylvania.
The amusing thing is thaN
both of those plays and "The
Odd Couple" denved from ac-'
tual Simon family experiences„
and Danny's play seems to be'
in the same pattern.
"Only the Shadow Knowel
is about a pair of writhig bro3
thers, one of whom finds hi/n.7
self, successful as he may be,in
the shadow of the great publid
acclaim for the other.
Incidentally, "Come Blow
Your Horn" by Neil was about
brothers not too far removed
from the family problems of
the two Simons, and it is no
secret that "The Chid lahuPie!
"
about a pair'of maritellpfrdlibled males who set up a bachelor menage, was inspired by a
Danny interlude.
Danny himself will direct
his play, a chore to which he is
no stranger. He recently directed the California production of
brother Neil's "Plaza Suite,'
starring Carol Burnett and
George Kennedy.
It is interesting, too, that
the role of Ron (Danny) iti
"Only the Shadow Knows"
will be played by Howard
Morris, who paired with Carl
Reiner as "second bananas" in
support of Sid COMM and
Imogene Coca in one of television's great early successes,
"Your Show of Shows," for
which both Simons wrote. The
role of Stanley (Neil) has not
yet been cast.
If Danny has any part of
Neil's talent for creating comedy - and Danny's record indicates that he needs no lessons
in this department - the two
Simon plays alone make the
forthcoming season intriguing.

Bethel Road - Murray, Ky. SPLIT LEVEL home in NICE FURNISHED apartments
he couldn't care less. But
WE ARE ready now to deliver ur
TWO JOHN Deere combines-45, take your order for six vein
when he's older, that
Four near campus, reasonable and
Shores.
Panorama
good condition with pick up reels stoker or four by seven lump
money can be used for a
bedrooms all carpeted: den with with bath. Also sleeping rooms
lot of things-a car, a coland choppers, one corn header. coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice &
HELP WANTED
fire-place; one block from water. for college boys. Please call, we
lege education, pr even a
Jim Wood, 2 miles East of Tri- Coal Service,408South 4th
PAINTERS WANTED; ex- Large lot. Priced reasonable. may have what you need. Day,
new home.
A31C Street.
City,Highway 94.
SepL11C perienced only. $4.50 and better Shown by appointment only. 753-8365,night 753-2891.
Early American design cabinet,
The Payroll Savings
TFC
Plan is an easy way to
S1C
slightly damaged. $190.00. Can be
Phone 436-4830.
753-1710.
A30C
per
hour.
Phone
550 BALES Red Clover Hay. ELECTROLI/X SALES & Sersave money for you and
inspected at Paschall Truck Line
A31C vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., OMPhone 498-8761.
trailer, ten
every member of your
A30C
'HOMEWORKERS
WANTED. TWO BEDROOM cabin home on TWO BEDROOM
Dock.
family. When you join, an
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- 'part-time,full-time work at home
miles from Murray. Private lot.
amount you designate will
Blood River; 2 acres with water Two students or couple
LIKE NEW power edger; bicycle mington,Kentucky.
TFC mailing our circulars. For details
1970 YAMAHA Enduro, size 90.
be au tomaticlaid aside
frontage. Phone 436-5683. A31C preferred. Also 60x100 lot for
type exerciser. Phone 498*5*
rush self-addressed, stamped
Phone 753-6361 after 5:00
from your 011fcheck and
A31C
8761.
Phone
lake.
to
access
with
trailer
Lnivelope
p.m.
and
35c
to
US EnA30C
invested
in
U.S.
Savings
BEDROOM house; kitchen, 753-4776.
Colleen • Dewhurst (Mrs.'
SIC
Bonds. It's a painless way
terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7_, TWO
George C. Scott), always one
mayfied,Kentucky 42066. TFO den, living room, bath. Range
to 9r.
of our most exciting actresses,
and refrigerator included. All ROOMS FOR girls. Private or
And now there's a bonus
will have the leading.roie in the
interest rate on all U.S.
TURN YOUR spare time into new carpet. Large lot with out- double; refrigerator; central
new
Broadway season's "The
Savings
Bonds-for
E
Gene.
Landolt
entrance.
side
Call
storage.
private
$50.00
earn
air;
to
and
Money.Need 3 men
heat
Bonds, 54% when held
Big Coca-Cola I Swamp in the
to $60.00 weekly. Must be neat, at 753-8175 or 753-4707 alter 5:00 500' from. campus. Phone 753to maturity ofl years, 10
Sky" by Jay Broad, co-author
TFC 6079.
,
SIC
have a car and phone. For ap- p.m.
months(4% the first year).
of "Red, White and Maddox,"
A3OP
pointment call 753-1442.
That extra
payable
a Broadway musical of two
cabin,
room
FOUR
SALE
AUTOS FOB'
FU1/4.5
.11ED
Vas' a bonus at Maturity,
back.
seasons
at
Boat„applies to all Bonds issued
12 miles from Murray on
SHOI,AR'S AUTO REPAIR
have
since
June
1,1970
...
with
and
married
Road.
If
wright
apply
Please
needs a mechanic.
a comparable improveTFC 1969 FORD Galaxie 500, 4 door reference. contact Tony Shuffit,
ment for all older Bonds.
in the Dixieland Center in person.
sedan. V8 automatic, vinyl roof. 304 Moore St., Sikeston, Mo.,
Join the Payroll SavWANTED: PERSON to do Excellent condition. Phone 753- 63801. Phone 314-471-18V after
ings Plan where you work
5:00
and
a.m.
8:00
between
5573
two
or
days
Per
one
housework,
5:00p.m.
safe
only
OVERWEIGHT?? The
and make your son the
A31C
richest kid on the block.
way to lose weight and inches week. Only two in family. Must p.m.
Phone
TWO BEDROOM trailer, 10'x55',
fast; call Shapemakers, 753-2962. furnish transportation.
A30C
heat and air
electric
S30C 753-2403.
Weight loss guaranteed.
speed,
SS,
4
396
CHEVELLE
1966
conditioning. Three miles from
Headers,
big bloci,L88 cam, M-T
Murray. Phone 753-7856 or 753WANTED: NIGHT watchman,
M-T Mags. New tires. Sharp.
Ste
INEZ GREEN Beauty Shop will
:and part time for Phone
3583.
SIP
436-7277.
'be open only 3 days a week,
. An equal opportunity
BEDROOM duplex with
starting Thursday, Friday and Employer. Send resume to P.O.
eft alio.
tub.. we 11.4.11.
es implage *so Wino rokoll.
ral heat and air, fully carSaturday, September 2nd. Each Box 32-B, Murray,Kenrush•I •••• Inst T.. no, lie drlional
2 DOOR. Real good peted with outlets for washer and
DODGE
'65
.m11 willsogrft• 4•411 14“.• nowalw,
A30C
week there after only by ap- tucky.
Illma me •"NW •••• •••••
running shape. Call before noon dryer. Close to University. Phone
pointment.
Phone
436-5471.,
SIC
7534690.
Brown
French
p.m.
Fried
or after 6:00
(A Yumbo plus Golden
S2C Talee
753-9741.
Route 5.
A30C4
stock in Amerka
Now Bonk Tura hcouc L5maturihr
Potatoes and A Tossed Salad with Choice
WANT TO BUY
10'1(55 TWO bedroom trailer. Air1964 BELVEDERE Plymouth, 4 cknditioned, water and sewerage
of Dressing
Gasoline vapors are deadly
door, 6 cylinder automatic. Very furnished. $85.00 per month
WANT TO BUY;
logs and
good condition. Cheap. If in- -Couple or no more than 3 boys explosives and will settle in the
standtnr.
timber. Also have for
terested phone 753-8243.
A30C Phone 753-5617 or 753-157. A31C lower portions of your boat. All
sale lumber and sawdust.
doors, hatches and ports should PEACE CORPS MURDER Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
be closed while fueling. Ex- Called the first murder in
Phone 753-4147.
TRAILER
SPACES
near
Ken0
TFC
LOST & FOUND
tinguish cooking stoves and pilot tha 10-year history of the
The
At
tucky Lake, located off Highway
lights and prohibit smoking at all Peace Corps, the body of
WANT TO BUY horse or cattle
444 near New Concord. All
LOST: TAN Collie dog, one year utilities in. Phone 436-2197. SIC times. Insure that the fueling Marsha Lynn Ragno, 23,
trailer. Contact Lynn Parker,
nozzle is kept in constant contact Winthrop Harbor, Ill., was
old, in vicinity of old Freeland
753-5316.
Hazel Hwy.
A3IC
Store. Anyone with information TWO BEDROOM trailer, electric' with fuel intake to prevent static found in a remote part of
sparks. When ever possible
Monrovia, Liberia, a West
Contact Wade Green,436-5454.
WANT TO BUY a used rotor for
heat and air-conditioned. Private
portable tanks should be filled African nation. She had
1TC
TV antenna. Phone 753-1871. A31C
lot. No pets. Phone 753-6311. SIC
been slashed to death.
outside the boat.

BRAND NEW Zenith Highfidelity Solid State Stereo,
featuring 40-W Solid State Amplifier and matching Solid State
FM-AM Stereo, FM
radio.

JOIN THE FUN.
JOIN THE
Know What a YUMBO Is? 4
BAND!

It's a Yummy, Jumbo 4
4
Hamburger!'
. 4
'
110 Its a Meal in One
on a Hamburger Bun"4

RENT A BAND
INSTRUMENT

Leach's Music & TV I

4

YUMBO - - - 60' 4

reek:

T

YUMBO COMBINATION - - - '1.15 4

TRIANGLE

Phono_953-4953

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

A.I.A.AlhAA•A•AAA 1

-Waffle'
Ring the
Bell!

Ii

OW*
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W GG NS FURNITURE
SAL
WALL-TO-WALL
BIGGEST
BE INS WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 1 1971 *
._

The Walls Are Bursting With A Store Full Of....

FINE FURNITURE -HOTPOINT APPLIANCES -FLOOR COVERING
METAL
WARDROBES
*
MAPLE
FINISH
TABLE
CARPET
WHITE UTILITY '
CABINETS
5
16995 * METAL CHINA
CABINETS1
VINYL CUSHION FLO'? PECAN-BEDROOM SUITE lon
1 7995 WAREHOUSE TO YOU .
,;. , .:,. ?, , 4;:it-., ,T
ROCKER LOUNGER
SOFA & CHAIR
;. itriod" to
995
I
$5995
$1
1
,
,
,
.1,.1,- - -s,ot
50
7.,,74 :
ik'
SPANISH TABLE
CHAIRS
95
3s2,2z:rzni,,, i• -•'.v ti,Mxt...L1:zw
$9995
1 74
.
4-PIECE PECAN BEDROOM SUITE
TWIN BED
COMMERCIAL

Only $39

*

6 Duxburg or Comb Back Chairs
Only $

Red - Green - Blue - Gold 12-Foot Wide - Hi-density Foam Back

sq. yd.

Beautiful -Piece Spanish

Bronze - Green - White

$229 sq. yd.

Only

!.

BERKLINE

EARLY AMERICAN

4-,
- „.....

,

a.MOLE.

Regular '139"

' Regular '349"
Sale Price .... $29995

Sale

EARLY AMERICAN and
TRADITIONAL
Nylon and Crushed Velvet
Regular '109" to '129"

,

-

31-WPIONIE

Regular '199"

Sale Price $8995 &

:Fri,:

Liiiii

P-L-U-S ...

L -t-

....
Arc

36" UTILITY 3ex 151
/
2"1

Soi
In
Call

United

*I
"t. with Aq" iaterlif

Sale $

Se€

COMPLETE

White or Maple Headboard — Includes .
* Box Springs * Mattress * Frame ,

BED - TRIPLE DRESSER - MIRROR • CHEST - NITE STAND

Only $7995

Prices Reduced $50 to $100 on all
SOFAS and CHAIRS
.

REGULAR 1599.95

SALE

s44995

3-PC. SOLID OAK BEDROOM SUITE
TRIPLE DRESSER - BED - CHEST

ongra

REGULAR 5399.95

WE HAVE...
GUN CABINETS * DESKS * CURIOS * BOOKCASES * PICTURES * LAMPS
* BAR STOOLS * TOADSTOOLS * BABY CRIBS * MESH PLAY PENS
* HIGH CHAIRS * SWINGS * WALKERS..
ALL AT REDUCED PRICES!!

4-PIECE SOLID PECAN

ONLY $299.-95

BEDROOM SUITE

* TRIPLE DRESSER * CHEST
* BED * NITE STAND

Regular '399"

Sale Price

$)
10
0

ALA

z95

ALL HOTPOINT APPLIANCES REDUCED FOR THIS SALE
. 22-FOOT AVACADO GREEN
SIDE-BY-SIDE REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER... REDUCED FOR THIS SALE!!

Prices S- tashed on All Air-Conditioners!!!
ip

Any Person Who Buys
A HOTPOINT RANGE, DEEP- FREEZE or REFRIGERATOR
During This Sale
Will Receive a '24" Crock-Pot
FREE!!

NEW WAY TO COOK!
S-I-o-w-l-y...in genuine stoneware
(Plug in andi forget

it!)

-
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CRUCKPOT
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4c
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4
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FREE DELIVERY •-• El TERMS!
•
Hurry... Be The First To Get The Best Buys!!
IGG Ns ,FURNITURE.
Hwy. 641 North
Murray, Kentucky

Hardly
today is I
which pre
more vivi
else.

CRUCK•PUT*

ELECTRIC
COdKER

"cooks all day while the cook's away"
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Tuesdlay
predicts
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Partly
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north pod
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lower 60s.

